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iAbstract
When picking up sound using microphones, noise contaminates the signals observed
by microphones. Therefore, technologies to separate the mixture of various sounds
into each sound are required. This dissertation particularly focuses on technologies
to enhance speech from the mixture. Speech enhancement is required to achieve
good remote speech communication or automatic speech recognition (ASR). It is
applied to various kinds of devices, e.g., audio conferencing systems, vehicle-mounted
microphones, headsets, communication robots, and so on.
Many methods have been studied for practical application of speech enhancement
in various environments. To separate speech from various kinds of noise, it is
necessary to extract temporal features, spatial features, and spectral features of sounds
as cues for estimating each source. There are two common approaches: one is to
obtain spatial cues using a set of microphone array, and another is to prepare training
sound data and obtain spectral cues by machine learning. Temporal cues and spatial
cues are obtained by physically modeling the acoustic environment including the
sound sources. On the other hand, it is diﬃcult to obtain spectral cues using the
physical models, thus spectral cues are often obtained statistically from training data.
This study aims to integrate microphone array and machine learning based ap-
proaches, and to eﬀectively utilize temporal, spatial, and spectral cues. By integrating
microphone array and machine learning, speech coming from directions other than
the look direction and non-speech noise would be reduced eﬀectively. Recently,
studies to integrate speech recognition and speech enhancement based on machine
learning has attracted attention, and it is assumed that speech enhancement is also
implemented in a high performance computer, and a large machine learning model
consisting of an enormous number of parameters is used. However, considering not
only ASR but also speech communication as applications, such a large speech en-
hancement system is often not practical, so methods for integrating microphone array
and machine learning with a small machine learning model should also be studied.
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As a conventionalmethod using amicrophone array, a configuration using a beam-
forming and a post-filtering is widely used, and there is a practically eﬀective method
of estimating a power spectrum density (PSD) of the target and noise for designing
a post-filter. Machine learning is not used in this method and instead, parameters
for adjusting the property of the post-filter according to the type of noise assumed
in each environment are set. By setting the value of the parameters empirically for
each frequency band, a post-filter which is eﬀective to the type of noise is calculated.
In this study, automatic parameter switching (APS) was proposed to automatically
switch the values of the parameters. APS optimizes a function for switching in ad-
vance by using training data of noisy observation signals. The APS takes the output
of the beamformer and its stationary component as input and outputs the values of
the parameters.
In APS, the model expressing the relationship between observation signal and
target signal is improved by the switching function. As a second proposedmethod, the
model representing the relationship is further sophisticated. Gaussian mixture model
(GMM), which is a machine learning model often used for modeling speech, was
integrated into the configuration of beamforming and post-filtering. In this method,
GMM of clean speech is learned in advance. PSD of target speech is estimated
using GMM, and PSD of noise is estimated based on spatial information as in the
conventional method. Only clean speech data is used for learning GMM, there is no
need to prepare data for various environments, and GMMdoes not become large scale
like acoustic model of speech recognition. By using GMM, it is possible to maintain
spectral features of speech, and as a result, speech enhancement performance can be
improved.
Additionally, amethod to introduce small-scale neural networks (NNs) into speech
enhancement was also proposed. Following the conventional beamforming and post-
filtering configurations, NNs are applied to estimate the PSD of the target speech and
noise from the output of the beamformers.
This study showed that machine learning is integrated into microphone array
speech enhancement in feasible way by expanding the composition of beamforming
and post-filtering, without requiring large amount of computation. All of the three
proposed methods are experimentally evaluated and it was shown that the enhance-
ment performance was improved by using spectral cues as well as spatial cues.
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Abstract in Japanese
本研究は，様々な音の混合音を個々の音に分離する音源分離技術に関するもの
である．特に，混合音から音声を強調する技術に焦点を当てる．マイクロホン
によって観測された音声信号には，一般に雑音が混入する．したがって，良好
な遠隔音声通信または自動音声認識を達成するために，音声強調が必要となる．
音声強調は，音声会議システム，車載マイクロホン，ヘッドセット，通信ロボッ
トなど，様々な種類の装置に適用される．
音声強調を多様な場面で実用化するために，多くの方法が研究されてきた．
音声を様々な種類の雑音から分離するためには，音の時間情報，空間情報およ
びスペクトル情報を手がかりとして取り出す必要である．主なアプローチとし
て，マイクロホンアレイを使用して空間情報を得るアプローチと，学習データ
を用意し，機械学習によりスペクトル情報を得るアプローチがある．時間情報
や空間情報は，音源を含む音響環境を物理的にモデル化することによって得ら
れる．一方，物理モデルを用いてスペクトル情報を得ることは難しく，学習デー
タから統計的に情報を得ることが多い．
本研究では，マイクロホンアレイと機械学習を統合し，時間情報や空間情
報，スペクトル情報をより効果的に活用した音声強調を目指す．マイクロホン
アレイと機械学習に基づくアプローチとを統合することにより，雑音のスペク
トル特徴が音声のスペクトル特徴と異なっていれば，目的音と同じ方向から到
来する雑音や目的方向以外の方向から到来する音声も効果的に低減できる．最
近では，音声認識と機械学習に基づく音声強調を統合する研究が注目されてお
り，音声強調も高性能な計算機に実装する想定で，膨大な数のパラメータから
なる大規模な機械学習モデルが用いられている．しかし音声認識だけでなく音
声通話も考慮する場合，そのような大規模な音声強調系が実用に沿わないこと
も多いため，小規模な機械学習モデルを使った機械学習とマイクロホンアレイ
の統合方法も研究されるべきである．
マイクロホンアレイを用いた従来手法として，ビームフォーマとポストフィ
ルタを用いた構成が広く用いられており，ポストフィルタ設計のために目的音お
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よび雑音のパワースペクトル密度（PSD: Power Spectral Density）を推定する方
法がある．この方法では機械学習は用いられていない．かわりに，各環境で想定
される雑音の種類に応じてポストフィルタの特性を調整するパラメータが設定
されている．このパラメータの値を周波数帯域ごとに経験的に設定することで，
雑音の特性に合った高性能なポストフィルタが算出される．本研究では，この
パラメータの値を自動的に切替える方法（APS: Automatic Parameter Switching）
を提案した．APSでは，雑音の混入した観測信号の学習データを使用して，事前
に切替えのための関数を最適化する．音声強調の段階では，APSはビームフォー
マの出力とその定常成分を入力とし，パラメータの値を出力する．
APSでは，切替え機能によって観測信号と目的信号の関係をあらわすモデ
ルを高度化している．次の提案手法として，写像を表す関数のさらなる高度化
を試みた．二番目の提案手法では，音声のモデル化によく用いられる機械学習
モデルである，混合ガウスモデル（GMM: Gaussian Mixture Model）を，ビー
ムフォーミングとポストフィルタの構成に統合した．この方法では，事前にク
リーン音声のGMMを学習し，目的音声の PSDはGMMを用いて推定し，雑音
の PSDについては従来と同じように空間情報に基づいて推定する．学習にはク
リーン音声のデータのみを用いており，多様な環境ごとのデータを用意する必
要はなく，GMMも音声認識の音響モデルのように大規模にはならない．GMM
を用いることで音声らしいスペクトル特徴を保持でき，結果として音声強調性
能を改善することができる．
さらに，小規模なニューラルネットワーク（NN: Neural Network）を音声強
調に導入する方法も提案した．従来のビームフォーマとポストフィルタの構成
を踏襲し，NNをビームフォーマの出力から目的音声と雑音の PSDを推定する
ために適用した．
本研究では，高性能な計算機でなくても実現可能な方法で，機械学習をマイ
クロホンアレイ音声強調に統合する方法を示した．3つの提案手法を実験的に
評価し，空間情報だけでなくスペクトル情報も使用することによる音声強調性
能の向上効果を確認した．
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1Chapter 1
Introduction
1.1 Background
There are various sounds in living environment. Some kinds of sounds aremeaningful
or informative for us to communicate with each other or know our surroundings. To
utilize such sounds in multiple areas, following research area on the basis of acoustic
signal processing has been evolved; sound source separation, sound transmission,
sound reproduction, acoustic system identification, and so on. This study is about
sound source separation, that is, technology for separating the mixture of various
sound source signals into each individual sound source signal.
Concretely speaking, this study focuses on speech as the target to be captured.
Speech sounds are obviously important for communication. Needs for remote com-
munication is growing in daily life, and speech communications is necessary to
remote communications. Additionally, automatic speech recognition (ASR) is also
becoming popular as human-machine interface.
The speech signals picked up by microphones are contaminated by distracting
sounds. Thus, the speech signals must be enhanced to achieve good remote speech
communication or ASR. Speech enhancement is applied to various kinds of devices,
e.g., audio conferencing systems, vehicle-mounted microphones, headsets, commu-
nication robots, and so on.
Speech enhancement technology aims to clearly extract speech from signals ob-
served by microphones, removing the distracting sounds including followings.
(1) Additive noise
Ambient noise is generally inevitable and exists anywhere at all time. Additionally,
there often exists competing sound source, e.g., music reproduced by loudspeakers,
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speech by people other than the target, and so on.
(2) Reverberation
Reverberation is the result of multipath propagation and caused by an enclosure,
such as walls. Although reverberation imparts useful information about the surround-
ing enclosure and can make instrumental sounds rich, it causes spectral distortion and
considered as a destructive factor in speech capture.
(3) Acoustic echo
Acoustic echo occurs due to the coupling between the loudspeakers and the
microphones. It occurs in bi-directional communication and makes conversation
very diﬃcult.
The technologies which deal with the reverberation and acoustic echo are derever-
beration and echo cancelling, respectively. This study focusses on the additive noise
reduction and hereinafter, reducing additive noise other than the target speech is nar-
rowly defined as “speech enhancement.” Note that technology to reduce the additive
noise without restricting the target to speeches is referred to as “noise reduction.”
Speech and additive noise have each distinctive feature. Various types of sounds
can be separated by capturing the following types of features.
(1) Temporal feature [1]
Sound analysis time is usually fewer than a few tens of seconds. Therefore,
sounds which do not change over a few tens of seconds, e.g., road noise or noise
of air conditioners are categorized as stationary sound. In contrast, non-stationary
sounds change over a few tens of seconds or fewer. Some examples of non-stationary
sounds are sounds of doors, music, and speeches. In practice, no sounds are perfectly
stationary [2]. Even the road noise or noise of air conditioners changes in the long
term.
(2) Spatial feature [3]
Sounds directly coming from a point sound source are categorized as spatially
coherent sound. In contrast, incoherent sounds are ones coming from numerous
directions. Although there are few sounds which is completely spatially incoherent in
practice, background noise such as a buzz is often considered as a spatially incoherent
sound.
(3) Spectral feature [1]
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Diﬀerent types of sounds have diﬀerent distribution of energy in the frequency
domain. For example, the main energy of road noise andwind noise is concentrated in
the low frequencies, typically below 200 and 500 Hz, respectively. Contrary, sounds
such as a buzz, speech and music occupy a wider frequency range.
In stationary noise environment, simple classical methods [4, 5] are eﬀective to
enhance speech. However, the noise environment is various andmay fluctuate inmany
practical situations and it makes speech enhancement diﬃcult. For example, noise
observed in cars may contain engine noise, background music, interfering speech,
and so on. Although engine noise is relatively stationary, the shape of its spectrum
fluctuates when running speed changes. Enhancing speech eﬀectively with a uniform
method in various environments remains a big challenge.
1.2 Literature review
Many speech enhancement methods have been extensively studied to widen the
application areas of speech communication and ASR. To estimate the target speech
signals from the observed signals, the acoustic environment including sound sources
is somehowmodeled and temporal, spatial, or spectral features of sounds are extracted
from the observed signal as cues for the estimation. The simple classical methods [4,
5] suppose noise as stationary and separate the target and noise using temporal cues
and very simple spectral cues. There are two main approaches to advance speech
enhancement technology: using multiple microphones, i.e., microphone array to
use spatial cues, and introducing machine learning technology to use sophisticated
spectral cues. Spatial cues, as well as temporal cues, become available by physically
modeling the acoustic environment, thus hereinafter they are collectively referred as
physical cues. On the other hand, it is diﬃcult to obtain sophisticated spectral cues
by using physical model, thus machine learning are introduced and spectral cues are
statistically obtained using training data of sounds.
1.2.1 Microphone-array speech enhancement
In this section, techniques for enhancing a target speech signals from multiple obser-
vation signals collected by a microphone array are described. In microphone array
speech enhancement, the sound coming from the direction of the target sound source,
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referred to as look direction, is enhanced using the fact that the target sound source
and the noise source are physically separated in the space. Since this technique uses
spatial cue, even if the interference noise is speech, the target speech can be enhanced.
The problem in which the direction of the target sound source is unknown is
referred to as blind problem. For the blind problem, independent component analysis
(ICA) [6, 7] can be used. In ICA, signals are separated by using the independence.
Speech enhancement using ICA cannot be applied to problem where the number of
sound sources is larger than the number of microphones. Such a problem is called
underdetemined problem.
When the direction of the target sound source is known, a signal processing
technique for controlling the directivity, referred to as beamforming, can be used. The
system that performs beamforming is called beamformer. There aremany applications
where the direction of the target sound source is known. It is also possible to estimate
the target sound direction in advance by the sound source localization technique [8].
Therefore, beamforming can be said to be useful. The beamformer can be applied to
the underdetermined problem. Themost basic beamformer is the delay-and-sum (DS)
beamformer [9]. In DS beamformer, the diﬀerences in observation signals between
the channels are modeled only by delay. Then, the multiple observation signals are
delayed by an appropriate amount and added together to obtain the target signal.
Beamformers including DS beamformer were first developed with antennas and
sonars. Compared with the signals handled in these cases, the frequency band of the
acoustic signal has a width of ten times or more [8]. Therefore, in order to apply
the beamformer to the acoustic field, a technique for designing a beamformer which
have uniform directivity characteristics over a wide band is required. Therefore, a
design method in which microphones near the center are arranged densely for high
frequency sounds and the other microphones are arranged coarsely in a wide range
for low frequency sounds was proposed [10]. However, with this method, the number
of microphones becomes very large, and the microphone array becomes very large.
Therefore, filter-and-sum (FS) beamformer, which controls the relationship between
frequency and directivity by applying a linear filter instead of delay processing to
signals observed by each microphone, was proposed [11].
If there are errors in the arrangement and characteristics of the microphone ele-
ments or the sound propagation model, the performance of DS and FS beamformers
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deteriorates. In other words, DS and FS beamformers are not optimal in time-varying
acoustic environments. Additionally, it is analytically shown that the gain does not
become suﬃciently small with respect to some directions other than the target di-
rection, i.e., sidelobe is formed as well as the main beam, thus noise remains in the
output. Therefore, adaptive beamformer, in which coeﬃcients are updated according
to observation signals, was proposed. Conversely, the DS and FS beamformers are
classified as a fixed beamformer because the coeﬃcients are fixed irrespective of
observation signals. A typical adaptive beamformer is called linear constraint min-
imum variance (LCMV) beamformer [12]. LCMV beamformer is designed to pass
sound from the target direction and minimize dispersion of the output of the beam-
former. The LCMV beamformer is formulated as a linear constrained least square
optimization problem and solved by using Lagrangian undetermined multiplier [13]
or gradient method [14]. Among the LCMVs, minimum variance distortionless re-
sponse (MVDR) beamfomer [9], which sets the constraint that the sound from the look
direction passes throughwith a gain of 1, is widely known. When the noise is spatially
completely white, the MVDR beamformer is equivalent to the DS beamformer.
TheLCMVbeamformer can be decomposed into twoorthogonal components [15].
The first component is fixed coeﬃcients representing a constraint, and the other com-
ponent is an unconstrained adaptive coeﬃcients. Fixed coeﬃcients correspond to
a fixed beamformer and output a signal in which noise is reduced. By adaptive
coeﬃcient, noise components are extracted from observation signals. The noise
components are subtracted from the target reference to make the final output. Since
this subtraction is interpreted as removing the influence of side lobe of the fixed beam-
former, the configuration obtained by decomposing the LCMV beamformer is called
generalized side lobe canceller (GSC). Since this configuration reduces computational
complexity, it is used in the implementation of LCMV beamformer.
MVDR beamformer, which is a representative of LCMV beamformer, is not the
optimal filter in the sense of minimum mean square error (MMSE). It is shown that
an optimum filter in the sense of MMSE is composed of MVDR beamformer and
single-channelWiener post-filter [8]. It has been confirmed that the noise suppression
performance improves by adding the post-filter, especially when incoherent noise or
diﬀusive noise exists. It is necessary to estimate the power spectral densities (PSDs)
of the target sound and noise to design the post-filter. There is a method using
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Table 1.1: Examples of machine learning model
Generative model Discriminative model
GMM Logistic regression
HMM Support vector machines
Probabilistic context-free grammar Maximum entropy markov model
Naive Bayes Conditional random fields
Averaged one-dependence estimators NN
Latent Dirichlet allocation
Restricted Boltzmann machine
Generative adversarial networks
NMF
self spectral density and cross spectral density of the observation signal to design a
post-filter [16], but this method is based on the assumption that the observed signals
are completely uncorrelated. Then many studies were done to improve the post-
filter [17–22]. Among these researches, PSD-estimation-in-beamspace method [22]
uses the temporal and spatial features of signals as cues to PSD estimation and it is
superior to the others in a sense that the post-filter reduce not only incoherent but
also coherent signals. However, since the actual acoustic environment is diverse and
complicated, speech enhancement performance is limited in the post-filter designed
using only temporal and spatial characteristics.
1.2.2 Machine-learning based speech enhancement
To introduce machine-learning based speech enhancement, machine learning itself is
firstly stated here. Machine learning is a technology to make information processing
system capable of learning or prediction through building machine learning model
using data [23]. The machine learning model is divided into generative model, in
which data is assumed to result from a probabilistic distribution, and discriminative
model, in which probabilistic distributions are not assumed. Typical examples of
machine learning model are listed in Table.
Machine learning technology by using multi-layer neural networks (NNs) or
deep NNs (DNNs) are especially called deep learning. NN is learned by back
propagation [24] and can perform as a non-linear function and it. DNN succeeded
in some technical field such as ASR [25], after a method to enable learning of
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enormous amounts of parameters was discovered [26]. Many studies are carried out
to sophisticate network structure. For example, only a few of units are connected
between layers in convolutional neural networks (CNN) [27, 28]. CNNs are utilized
to learn matrices representing specific pattern of information. As another structure
of networks, recurrent neural networks (RNNs) [29] have return path in hidden layers
and represent time dependency of information by temporary memorize information.
Following introduces application of machine learning into single-channel speech
enhancement. The acoustic signals are transformed into the time-frequency domain
and treated as spectra. The speech signals are sparsely present in the time-frequency
domain and the property is called "sparse property" [30]. Passing the signal only
in the time-frequency bin where the target sound exists, based on the sparseness
of the speech signal, is called time-frequency masking and is often used for speech
enhancement. The time-frequencymask includes a binarymask [30],Wiener filter [5,
31, 32], and Ephraim-Malah filter [33, 34]. There is an approach to estimate the time-
frequency mask itself, or the parameters necessary to calculate the time-frequency
mask, applying machine learning to the estimation. In this section, we review single-
channel speech enhancement based on machine learning. In the case of single-
channel, spatial cue cannot be used and information hidden in spectrum, referred to
as spectral cue is used.
In speech enhancement based on machine learning, the problem is following two
points:
1. Which type of machine learning model to be used to represent the relationship
between the spectrum of the observation signal and the time-frequency mask,
or the parameters necessary for calculating the time-frequency mask
2. How to learn model parameters
Regarding the second problem, learning is roughly divided into the following three.
(1) Supervised learning
It is usedwhen a set of data of observation signals and corresponding target speech
data is available in advance.
(2) Semi supervised learning
It is used when only the target voice data is available in advance.
(3) Unsupervised learning
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It is used when only observation signal data is available.
Since the spectrum of the observation signal can be regarded as a nonnegative
combination of the spectra of speech and noise, there are methods of modeling
it using nonnegative matrix factorization (NMF) [35, 36]. NMF is an algorithm
for decomposing a matrix into two low-dimensional matrices [37] and it is also
interpreted as a generative model [38, 39]. Of the two matrices, a matrix called a
basis matrix represents a specific spectral pattern of each sound source, and a matrix
called an activation matrix represents nonnegative coupling of each sound source.
It is necessary to learn the basis matrix and the activation matrix, and all of the
supervised [40], semi-supervised [40], and unsupervised [41–43] learning have been
proposed.
There are also methods using Gaussian mixture model (GMM) to model the
speech-specific spectrum pattern [44–46]. In the methods using GMM, training data
of clean speech is used to learn GMM in advance. This GMM is called clean speech
GMM. Because the methods have been developed as preprocessing of ASR, they are
also called feature enhancement technique and the clean speech GMM is composed in
region of input features of ASR. Using the clean speech GMM and noise estimation,
the mapping function from observed signal to clean speech is derived, e.g., by vector
Taylor series (VTS) method [44, 47]. In the case of semi-supervised learning,
expectation-maximization (EM) algorithm [47] and Kalman filter [46] are used for
noise estimation. There is also a supervised approach to model noise in advance
using training data of noise [45].
In recent years, DNN has been gaining attention also in speech enhancement.
It is thought that by using large-scale networks with many parameters, it is possi-
ble to express the relationship between the target signal and the observation signal
elaborately. On the basis of the concept, an approach to model nonlinear mapping
which expresses the relationship between observation signals and target speech using
DNN and to obtain its parameters by supervised learning has been studied. The basic
methods are using DNN to estimate the time-frequency mask [48, 49] or using the
denoising auto encoder (DAE) [50] to estimate clean speech [51]. As extensions
of these methods, many variations have been tried, such as those using log-Mel
filter banks [52] and MFCC [53–55] as input features, those using CNN [56] and
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RNN [57] and those sophisticating objective functions [58, 59]. In addition, an end-
to-end configuration, which integrates speech enhancement and speech recognition,
has attracted attention [60].
1.2.3 Integration of microphone array and machine-learning for
speech enhancement
A few studies recently reported about microphone array machine-learning based
speech enhancement. As mentioned above, on the one hand, single-channel machine-
learning approach cannot suﬃciently separate interfering speech. On the other hand,
microphone-array speech enhancement not using spectral cues is capable of reduce
spatially coherent noise coming from directions other than the look direction, such as
an interfering speech and music, but it cannot suﬃciently reduce non-stationary noise
coming from the look direction. By integrating the microphone array and machine-
learning approaches, both of spatial and spectral cues can be used for enhancement.
As a result, speech coming from directions other than the look direction and non-
speech noise would be reduced eﬀectively.
In a method called degenerate unmixing estimation technique (DUET) [30, 61–
64], the time diﬀerence and the level diﬀerence of the two-channel observation signals
are estimated. Then the sound sources are specified by unsupervised clustering [30,
62, 63] or supervised classification [61] of the estimated time and level diﬀerences
in each time-frequency bin, and separated by a time-frequency mask. The original
DUET uses only spatial cues and does not use spectral cues, therefore those using
cepstrum in addition to time diﬀerence and level diﬀerence were proposed [64].
Multichannel expansion of speech enhancement using NMF or DNN has also
been studied. In multichannel NMF [65–67], both spatial information and spectrum
information can be used, but there are problems that calculation cost is high and
initial value dependence is high because there are many parameters to be determined
by learning. As regards speech enhancement using DNN, a method for combin-
ing multichannel observation to make input features of DAE [68], and noise-aware
training [69], which uses a noise estimation as a feature, were proposed. Also, a
beamformer design by DNN and its integration with ASR have been studied [70, 71]
and the integrated system is referred as to end-to-end speech recognition.
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Table 1.2: Examples of speech enhancement in practical use
Product name/institution Features of technology
Intelligent microphone [22] Beamforming and post-filter using spatial cues
NIPPON TELEGRAPH For vehicle-mounted microphones and headsets
AND TELEPHONE
CORPORATION
VoCon [72] Sound localization, beamforming and post-filter
Nuance Communications, Inc. For ASR in noisy environments
VoiceDo [73] Sound localization, beamforming and post-filter
NEC For ASR in noisy environments
Alexa [74] Beamforming and post-filter using spectral cues
Amazon.com, Inc. For ASR to command smart speakers
Google Assistant [75] End-to-end speech recognition
Google For ASR to command smart speakers
1.3 The purpose of the studies
Some speech enhancement technology has already been applied in practice. The ex-
amples are shown in Table 1.2. Inmany products, methods composed of beamforming
and post-filtering are adopted.
A few latest products adopt microphone array and machine learning. For exam-
ple, Google Home adopts end-to-end speech recognition using DNN. Google Home
receivesmultichannel observed signals and it does not adopt the composition of beam-
forming and post-filtering. Because ASR system is implemented in remote servers,
not in local processors, to implement the speech enhancement systems followed ASR
in the servers is reasonable. However, such implementation is not versatile. As
regards development of the system, implementing and training DNN for ASR require
immense amount of time and eﬀort. Thus, it is hard to change parts of the system
according the usage environment, when once the configuration of whole system is
fixed. Note that a speech coding technology usually needs to be implemented into
local processors for this configuration.
In many practical cases, we cannot change the remote servers and need to im-
plement speech enhancement system in a local processer. It is important for speech
enhancement systems in local processors to work with low computational complexity
and small amount of memory, especially when it is used for speech communica-
tion, not for ASR. However, most of machine-learning based methods use large-scale
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machine learning models. Therefore, it is impossibly diﬃcult to introduce machine-
learning based approach into speech enhancement in local processor.
There are few examples of practical applications in which machine learning is
integrated to microphone array speech enhancement, not requiring high performance
computer. This study focusses on the composition of beamforming and post-filtering.
There are few studies which integrate microphone array and machine learning on
the basis of the composition of beamforming and post-filtering. Although both
microphone array and machine learning are used in VoiceDo as shown in Table 1.2,
these are just simply cascaded and we may fail to take advantage of using both of
spatial and spectral cues. The physical model for the composition of beamforming and
post-filtering has been well investigated and verified theoretically and experimentally.
Therefore, we could eﬃciently introduce machine learning models as a part of the
composition to compensate for weakness of the physical model. By integrating
physical model and machine learning model eﬃciently, the performance would be
improved even if a small-scale machine learning model is used.
1.4 Overview of dissertation
The organization of this dissertation is outlined in Fig. 1.1. Outline about conventional
technologies particularly related with this study is given in Chapter 2. In each of
Chapter 3–5, a novel speech enhancement method is proposed.
Chapter 3 Automatic parameter switching (APS)
Hioka et al. has introduced a method to estimates PSDs of the target and noise,
referred to as PSD-estimation-in-beamspace, in order to analytically design Wiener
post-filter to be applied to the beamformer’s output [22, 76]. While the original PSD-
estimation-in-beamspace approximates the mapping from PSDs of the beamformers’
output to PSDs of incoherent sound sources by a linear function, background noise
reduction was provided later. The method using PSD-estimation-in-beamspace and
the background noise reduction is abbreviated as PSD-BS-BR hereafter. In PSD-
BS-BR, machine learning is not used to obtain spectral cues. Instead, parameters to
adjust speech enhancement function are introduced to the PSD estimation andWiener
filter calculation, and the values of the parameters are tuned empirically for every
frequency bands according to noise types supposed in each environment. In this
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Chapter 2
Conventional technologies
Chapter 1
Introduction Aim to enhance speech effectively in various environments
Chapter 6 Conclusion
Performance of microphone-array speech enhancement is
improved by adopting composition of beamforming and
post-filtering, and small-scale statistical models.  
Chapter 3 APS
Requiring training data of 
observed signals
Chapter 4 PSD-BS-GMM
Requiring training data of 
target speech signals
Chapter 5 PSD-NN
Requiring training data of 
observed signals and 
corresponding target and 
noise signals
PSD-BS-BR method using NN
method
using GMM
Figure 1.1: Overview of the dissertation
study, automatically switching parameters used for PSD estimation and Wiener filter
calculation is proposed to improve performance in various environments. Automatic
parameter switching (APS) receives the stationary components of the beamformer’s
output as input features, and the switching function itself is optimized in advance
using training data of noisy speech.
Chapter 4 Integration of PSD-BS-BR and GMM (PSD-GMM)
APS approximates the mapping between the input and output by switching func-
tion, which is just an extension of PSD-BS-BR. Subsequently we expect that so-
phisticating the function which represents the mapping would further improve the
performance. In this study, the target PSD is estimated using GMM, which is a
machine learning model often used to model speech, trained in advance using clean
speech data, and the noise PSD is estimated using PSD-BS-BR. Introducing GMM
to represent target speech could preserve the features of speech and consequently
improve the performance. It should be noted that target speech could be modeled
using a reasonably small amount of training data because environmental noise little
influences the target speech. By integrating microphone array approach and machine-
learning approach in this way, the observed signals can be modeled using both of the
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physical and statistical cues eﬀectively.
Chapter 5 PSD estimation using NN (PSD-NN)
NN is capable of estimating both of the target and noise from input feature in
unified manner. While many studies adopt DNNs, we strive to introduce smaller-
scale NNs into speech enhancement. The study on automatic parameter switching
indicates that the beamformings’ output and their stationary components are eﬀective
as input features; therefore the NNs are trained to map these features to source PSDs.
Finally, Chapter 6 concludes this dissertation.
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Chapter 2
Fundamental Technologies of Speech
Enhancement
2.1 Introduction
This chapter summarizes conventional technologies of speech enhancement. Sec-
tion 2.2 discuss a way to model the sound sources and the relationship between the
sound sources and observed signals. After explaining the problem setting, Section 2.3
explains one of the most basic speech enhancement methods. This method assumes
noise as stationary. As approaches for separating non-stationary noise as well as
stationary noise, microphone array speech enhancement and machine-learning based
speech enhancement are introduced. Section 2.4 explains microphone array speech
enhancement, which uses spatial cues. A method for designing a beamformer is de-
scribed in Section 2.4.1 and PSD-estimation-in-beamspace is introduced as a method
for deriving post-filter in Section 2.4.2. Additionally, two methods categorized into
machine-learning based speech enhancement is introduced in Section 2.5.
2.2 Modeling of speech signal and noise
2.2.1 Time-frequency analysis
To save or transmit sounds, they are observed using microphones and usually repre-
sented by samples. By using 
DFT-point discrete Fourier transform to the observed
signal o (t), Fourier spectrum of the observed signal O (!) is exploited, where t and
! denote the time index and frequency bins, respectively. The absolute value of
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Fourier spectrum is referred to as amplitude spectrum and the square of the amplitude
spectrum is referred to as power spectrum. The amplitude spectrum jO (!) j and the
power spectrum jO (!) j2 are calculated as Eqs. (2.1) and (2.2), respectively.
jO (!) j =
q
fRe (O (!))g2 + fIm (O (!))g2 (2.1)
jO (!) j2 = O (!) O¯ (!) (2.2)
The distribution of the power of signals with respect to frequency is defined as
PSD [77]. PSD O (!) is of observed signal O (!) is calculated by Eq. (2.3).
O (!) = E
f
jO (!) j2
g
(2.3)
It is hard to process long signal because properties of sound signals often varies
over time. Thus, signals in short time are clipped and the temporal interval is referred
as to frame. Defining  as the frame index, the Fourier spectrum of o (t) at frame 
is described as O (!; ).
To calculate PSD for framed signals, Eq. (2.3) is approximated by Eq. (2.4), where
T denotes the number of frames for average.
O (!)  1T
T 1X
=0
jO (!; ) j2 (2.4)
If the signals are assumed to be non-stationary, Eq. (2.4) is further approximated by
Eq. (2.5), where PSD is a forgetting coeﬃcient.
O (!; )  (1   PSD)
X
d=0
dPSD jO (!;    d) j2 (2.5)
An analysis filterbank [77], which is described as Eq. (2.6), and a logarithmic arith-
metic is applied to obtain the logarithmic compressed PSD (LPSD), as Eqs. (2.7)
and (2.8), especially for analyzing speech, where the 
SB denotes the number of
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sub-bands.
WAFB =
266666666664
wAFB;1
wAFB;2
:::
wAFB;
SB
377777777775
(2.6)
ln () =
2666666666664
ln1 ()
ln2 ()
:::
ln

SB
()
3777777777775
(2.7)
ln!SB () = ln
*.......,
wAFB;!SB
266666666664
 (!; ) j!=0
 (!; ) j!=1
:::
 (!; ) !=
DFT 1
377777777775
+///////-
(2.8)
The analysis filter bank outputs a sub-band signal. When it is necessary to restore the
original signal from the sub-band signal, a synthesis filter bank described by Eq. (2.9)
is applied.
WSFB =
266666666664
wSFB;1
wSFB;2
:::
wSFB;
DFT
377777777775
(2.9)
2.2.2 Sound propagation model
Assume that there are a target source, K   1 coherent interferences arriving from
diﬀerent angles, and incoherent background noise. The vectors s (!; ) denote the
coherent sound sources including the target, i.e. k = 1, defined in Eq. (2.10).
s (!; ) =
266666666664
S1 (!; )
S2 (!; )
:::
SK (!; )
377777777775
(2.10)
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They mix in the air and a mixture of all the signals is picked up by microphones as
observed signals. Single-channel observed signal, i.e., signal observed by a single
microphone, is expressed in frequency domain by Eq. (2.11), where the target signal
arrives from a known direction 1.
O (!; ) =
f
H1 (!) H2 (!) : : : HK (!)
g
s (!; ) + V (!; )
= OS (!; ) +ON (!; ) (2.11)
OS (!; ) = H1 (!) S1 (!; ) (2.12)
ON (!; ) =
f
H2 (!) H3 (!) : : : HK (!)
g 266666666664
S2 (!; )
S3 (!; )
:::
SK (!; )
377777777775
+ V (!; ) (2.13)
The V and Hk denote incoherent background noise and transfer function between the
k-th sound source and the microphone, respectively. The subscript S and N denotes
the target signal and the noise.
The power spectrum of the observed signal is derived as Eq. (2.14).
jO (!; ) j2 = jOS (!; ) j2 + jON (!; ) j2
+ 2 jOS (!; ) j jON (!; ) j cos  argOS (!; )   argON (!; ) (2.14)
Hereafter, all coherent sound sources and incoherent background noise are assumed
to be mutually uncorrelated. Thus, the value of the third term in Eq. (2.14) is zero.
The microphone array observation o (!; ) is represented by a vector form, where
the microphone array is composed of M microphones.
o (!; ) =
266666666664
O1 (!; )
O2 (!; )
:::
OM (!; )
377777777775
=H (!) s (!; ) + v (!; ) (2.15)
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The H (!) consists of transfer functions between the k-th sound source and m-th
microphone as described in Eqs. (2.16) and (2.17).
H (!) =
f
h1 (!) h2 (!) : : : hK (!)
g
(2.16)
hk (!) =
266666666664
H1;k (!)
H2;k (!)
:::
HM;k (!)
377777777775
(2.17)
The vector v (!; ) denotes incoherent background noise, defined in Eq. (2.18).
v (!; ) =
266666666664
V1 (!; )
V2 (!; )
:::
VM (!; )
377777777775
(2.18)
2.3 Speech enhancement using temporal cues
The enhanced speech signal is obtained by multiplying time-frequency mask G (!; )
by the observed signal O (!; ), as Eqs. (2.19) and (2.20), where Z is the ideal target
source signal.
Z (!; ) = G (!; ) O (!; ) (2.19)
G (!; ) 2 [0; 1] (2.20)
The G (!; ) or parameters to design G (!; ) should be derived. Wiener filter is the
optimal filter in the MMSE sense and it is derived by minimizing the mean squared
valued of the error described by Eq. (2.21).
E
f
jOS (!; )   Z (!; ) j2
g
= E
f
jOS (!; )   G (!; ) O (!; ) j2
g
(2.21)
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The error is diﬀerentiated with respect to the filter as Eq. (2.22).
@E
f
jOS (!; )   Z (!; ) j2
g
@G (!; )
= 2G (!; ) E
f
jO (!; ) j2
g
  2E
f
O (!; ) O¯S (!; )
g
 2G (!; ) O (!; )   2E
f
O (!; ) O¯S (!; )
g
(2.22)
The E
f
O (!; ) O¯S (!; )
g
is cross-spectrum of the observed signal and the target
speech signal.
Eqs. (2.23) and (2.24) are derived by Eq. (2.22) to minimize the error.
2G (!; ) O (!; )   2E
f
O (!; ) O¯S (!; )
g
= 0 (2.23)
G (!; ) =
E
f
O (!; ) O¯S (!; )
g
O (!; ) (2.24)
The filter described by Eq. (2.24) is called Wiener filter.
If the OS (!; ) and ON (!; ) are uncorrelated each other, the PSD of O (!; ) is
expressed as Eq. (2.25).
O (!; ) = OS (!; ) + ON (!; ) (2.25)
Additionally, the cross-spectrum of O (!; ) and OS (!; ) is described as Eq. (2.26).
E
f
O (!; ) O¯S (!; )
g
= E
f
(S (!; ) + N (!; )) O¯S (!; )
g
= E
f
jOS (!; ) j2
g
 OS (!; ) (2.26)
Wiener filter is described as Eq. (2.27) by substitute Eqs. (2.25) and (2.26) to
Eq. (2.24).
G (!; ) = OS (!; )
OS (!; ) + ON (!; )
(2.27)
Wiener filter is designed using PSDs of speech and noise.
The OS (!; ) and ON (!; ) need to be derived to calculate Wiener filter. If
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noise is assumed to be stationary, the ON (!; ) is often approximated by taking the
average ofO (!) in the last some frames before the start of the speech. The OS (!; )
is estimated using the principle of spectral subtraction method [4], as Eq. (2.28).
OS (!; ) = O (!; )   ON (!; ) (2.28)
2.4 Microphone-array speech enhancement
2.4.1 Beamforming
Beamforming is basic of array signal processing and applied to source localization
and source separation. Beamformer is multichannel filter, described Eq. (2.29), and
the output is described as Eq. (2.30).
w (!) =
266666666664
W1 (!)
W2 (!)
:::
WM (!)
377777777775
(2.29)
Y (!; ) = wH (!) o (!; ) (2.30)
MVDR beamformer [9, 78] is trained using the observed signal o (!; ). MVDR
beamformer is derived on the basis of constrained optimization. Itminimizes the noise
power without rejecting the target signals by minimizing variance of beamformer’ s
output and setting a constraint that the filter passes signals arriving from the target
direction over all frequency bands. The constraint is described as Eq. (2.31).
wH (!) h1 (!) = 1 (2.31)
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The expectation of the power of the beamformers’ output is described as Eqs. (2.32)
and (2.33).
E
wH (!) o (!; )2 =wHE fo (!; ) oH (!; )g w
=w (!)H R (!) w (!) (2.32)
R (!) :=E
f
o (!; ) oH (!; )
g
(2.33)
Thus, the constrained optimization is represented as Eq. (2.34).
min
w
w (!)H R (!) w (!) subject to hˆH1 (!) w (!) = 1 (2.34)
The hˆk (!) is array manifold vector [9], which models the transfer function hk (!).
Eq. (2.34) is solved using method of Lagrange multiplier. The objective function is
set as Eq. (2.35).
JMVDR = w (!)H R (!) w (!) + 2Re

Lagrange

hˆH1 (!) w (!)   1

(2.35)
The solution which minimizes the objective function is derived as Eq. (2.36).
w (!) = R
 1 (!) hˆ1 (!)
hˆH1 (!) R 1 (!) hˆ1 (!)
(2.36)
2.4.2 Post-filter and PSD estimation
As mentioned in Chapter 1, applying Wiener filter to beamformer’s output is optimal
way in the sense of MMSE and the composition is widely used in practice. PSD-
estimation-in-beamspace is a method for estimating PSDs of the target S (!; ) and
noise N (!; ) in the beamformer’s output for the followingWiener filter calculation.
Fig. 2.1 summarizes the method explained in this section.
Let L ( K ) beamformers which focus their directivity on diﬀerent angles be
applied for microphone array observation. The output signal of the l-th beamformer
is given by as Eq. (2.37).
Yl (!; ) = wHl (!) o (!; ) (2.37)
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Figure 2.1: PSD-BS-BR
Hereafter, it is assumed that the directivity of the first beamformer (l = 1) points
to the angle of the target source. Taking into account the sound propagation model
described in Eq. (2.15), Y1 (!; ) is represented also as Eqs. (2.38)–(2.40).
Y1 (!; ) = wH1 (!) (H (!) s (!; ) + v (!; ))
= wH1 (!) H (!) s (!; ) + V˜1 (!; )
= YS (!; ) + YN (!; ) (2.38)
YS (!; ) = wH1 (!) h1 (!) S1 (!; ) (2.39)
YN (!; ) = wH1 (!)
f
h2 h3 : : : hK
g 266666666664
S2
S3
:::
SK
377777777775
+ V˜1 (!; ) (2.40)
The V˜l (!; ) denotes the background noise component in l-th beamformer’s output.
Although signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) is improved by applying beamforming, YN
should be further reduced by applying post-filtering. On the basis ofMMSE criterion,
Wiener post-filter is basically calculated by Eq. (2.41).
G (!; ) = ˆYS (!; )
ˆYS (!; ) + ˆYN (!; )
(2.41)
The PSD of Y1 (!; ) is represented by Eq. (2.42), similarly to Eq. (2.25).
Y1 (!; ) = YS (!; ) + YN (!; ) (2.42)
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The Y1 (!; ) can be approximated as Eq. (2.43) on the basis of the constraint
described by Eq. (2.31), where S (!; ) is PSD of the target signal S1 (!; ), thus
Eq. (2.41) is deformed to Eq. (2.44).
Y1 (!; )  S (!; ) + YN (!; ) (2.43)
G (!; ) = ˆS (!; )
ˆS (!; ) + ˆYN (!; )
(2.44)
The PSD of the l-th beamformer output Yl (!) can be approximated by an aﬃne
transformation of the PSDs of each source Sk (!) with the directivity gain of the
l-th beamformer to the k-th source direction jDl;k (!) j2 and noise PSD, as shown in
Eqs. (2.45)–(2.47).
Y (!; ) =
266666666664
Y1 (!; )
Y2 (!; )
:::
YL (!; )
377777777775
=D (!) S (!; ) + V˜ (!; ) (2.45)
S (!; ) =
266666666664
S1 (!; )
S2 (!; )
:::
SK (!; )
377777777775
(2.46)
V˜ (!; ) =
266666666664
V˜1 (!; )
V˜2 (!; )
:::
V˜L (!; )
377777777775
(2.47)
The V˜ (!; ) describes PSD of incoherent background noise in the l-th beamformer’s
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output. The directivity gainD (!) can be given in advance as described inEqs. (2.48)–
(2.49).
D (!) =
f
d1 (!) d2 (!) : : : dK (!)
g
(2.48)
dk (!) =
266666666664
D1;k (!)2D2;k (!)2
:::DL;k (!)2
377777777775
(2.49)
Dl;k (!) = wHl (!) hˆk (!) (2.50)
The PSD of each coherent sound source can be separated by Eq. (2.51), where +
denotes pseudo inverse.
ˆS+V (!; ) =
266666666664
ˆS1+V (!; )
ˆS2+V (!; )
:::
ˆSK+V (!; )
377777777775
= D+ (!) Y (!; )
 S (!; ) + D+ (!) V˜ (!; )
 S (!; ) + V (!; ) (2.51)
However, as can be seen in the second term of (2.51), components originating from
the spatially incoherent background noise are still included in the estimated PSD
ˆS+V (!; ). Thus, PSD-estimation-in-beamspace is extended to estimate and remove
the background noise by using the temporally stationary property of the background
noise [79]. The composition of beamforming and post-filtering with the extended
estimation method is referred to as method using PSD-estimation-in-beamspace and
background noise reduction (PSD-BS-BR). Provided all spatially coherent sources
including the target source are nonstationary, the PSD of background noise can be
estimated by measuring the power of stationary components. The estimation of
the stationary components ˆVk (!; ) in ˆSk+V (!; ) can be roughly obtained by
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calculating minimum statistics [80, 81] of ˆSk+V (!; ), as Eq. (2.52).
ˆVk (!; )  fMS

ˆSk+V (!; )

= min
2T
8>><>>:
 1X
q=0
 (!)  1    (!)q ˆSk+V (!; )9>>=>>; (2.52)
The T and  (!) are a time interval and a forgetting factor, respectively. Similarly,
ˆV˜l (!; ) can be obtained as Eq. (2.53).
ˆV˜l (!; )  fMS
 
Yl (!; )

(2.53)
The PSD of target source S (!; ) is calculated by Eq. (2.54).
ˆS (!; ) = ˆS1+V (!; )   ˆV1 (!; ) (2.54)
Likewise, the PSD of noise can be calculated using the PSD of other coherent sources
and background noise as Eq. (2.55), where 1 (!) is a weighting parameter.
ˆYN (!; ) = 1 (!)
KX
k=2
(
Sk+V (!; )   ˆVk (!; )
)
|                                            {z                                            }
PSD of interference sources
+ ˆV˜1 (!; )|     {z     }
PSD of background noise
(2.55)
The PSD-estimation-in-beamspace approximates the mapping from the beam-
formers’ outputs to the source PSDs by a linear function, and error caused by the
approximation sometimes causes musical noise. To reduce the musical noise, Wiener
filter is often reshaped in PSD-BS-BS, as follows. Wiener filter is smoothed in the
time domain as Eq. (2.56), where 2 (!) is a forgetting coeﬃcient.
Gsmooth (!; ) = 2 (!)
X
d=0
f1   2 (!)gd G (!;    d) (2.56)
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Then it is floored in the time-frequency domain as Eq. (2.57), where 3 (!) is a
flooring parameter.
Gfloor =
8>>>>>><>>>>>>:
1 (Gsmooth (!; )  1)
Gsmooth (!; )  3 (!)  Gsmooth (!; ) < 1
3 (!)  Gsmooth (!; ) < 3 (!)
(2.57)
Finally, the output signal Z (!; ) is obtained by applying aWiener filterGfloor (!; )
to the output of the first beamformerY1 (!; ), which points its directivity to the target
source, as follows.
Z (!; ) = Gfloor (!; ) Y1 (!; ) (2.58)
2.5 Machine-learning based speech enhancement
2.5.1 VTS method using GMM
This section explains a method to compose adaptive models, called VTS method.
By using a clean speech model and a noise model, VTS method approximates the
parameters ofmodelwhich express observed signals, referred to as observationmodel.
The relationship between the clean speech signals and the observed signals are derived
in the LPSD domain in this section. Eq. (2.59) is derived by using Eqs. (2.8) and
(2.25).
exp

lnO;!SB ()

= exp

lnS;!SB ()

+ exp

lnN;!SB ()

(2.59)
Deforming Eq. (2.59), the LPSD of the observed signal is expressed using a non-linear
function, as Eq. (2.60).
lnO;!SB () = lnS;!SB () + ln
(
1 + exp

lnN;!SB ()   lnS;!SB ()
)
= lnS;!SB () + fO

lnS;!SB; 
ln
N;!SB

(2.60)
In VTS method, the relationship between lnO;!SB () and lnS;!SB () is expressed using
Taylor expansion. Then, the probability density function of lnO;!SB () is estimated
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from that of lnS;!SB ().
The LPSDs of the clean speech and noise are assumed to follow Gaussian distri-
butions, as Eqs. (2.61) and (2.62).
p

lnS ()

= N

lnS () ; S; S

(2.61)
p

lnN ()

= N

lnN () ; N; N

(2.62)
TheN ,  and  denote the probability density function of the Gaussian distribution,
mean vector and variance matrix, respectively, which are calculated using training
data. The LPSDs are supposed to be uncorrelated between filterbank channels, and
the variance matrix is approximated by a diagonal matrix to reduce computational
complexity, as Eqs. (2.63) and (2.64).
S = diag

2S;1; 
2
S;2; : : : ; 
2
S;
SB

(2.63)
N = diag

2N;1; 
2
N;2; : : : ; 
2
N;
SB

(2.64)
The Eq. (2.60) is approximated using a Taylor-series expansion around S and
N as Eq. (2.65).
fO

lnS;!SB; 
ln
N;!SB

 1
0!
fO  S;!SB; N;!SB 
+
1
1!
8><>:

lnS;!SB   S;!SB
 @
@lnS;!SB
+

lnN;!SB   N;!SB
 @
@lnN;!SB
9>=>;
fO  S;!SB; N;!SB 
+
1
2!
8><>:

lnS;!SB   S;!SB
 @
@lnS;!SB
+

lnN;!SB   N;!SB
 @
@lnN;!SB
9>=>;
2
fO  S;!SB; N;!SB 
+    (2.65)
The mean of lnO;!SB () is obtained from Eq. (2.65) as Eq. (2.66).
O;!SB  S;!SB + fO
 
S;!SB; N;!SB

(2.66)
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The variance matrix is obtained as Eqs. (2.67) and (2.68) by truncate Eq to zeroth
and first order, respectively.
2O;!SB 2S;!SB (2.67)
2O;!SB 
8><>:1 + @@lnS;!SB fO
 
S;!SB; N;!SB
9>=>;
2
2S;!SB
+
8><>: @@lnN;!SB fO
 
S;!SB; N;!SB
9>=>;
2
2N;!SB (2.68)
Note that lnO;!SB () can be approximated accurately even if the Taylor expansion is
truncated to low order when the LPSD of the clean speech and noise are within a
relatively narrow region around the mean. The following explains the case of zeroth
order.
The LPSD is often modeled using GMM as Eq. (2.69), instead of single Gaussian
distribution.
p

lnS ()

=
IGMMX
i=1
S;iN

lnS () ; S;i; S;i

(2.69)
The lambda denotes the mixture weight. The parameters of the GMM are learned us-
ing EM algorithm. Because the model of lnO;!SB () is composed of that of lnS;!SB (),
the probability density function of lnO;!SB () is also expressed using GMM. When
GMM is used to model lnO;!SB (), the parameters are obtained as Eqs (2.70)–(2.72).
O;i = S;i (2.70)
O;i;!SB  S;i;!SB + fO
 
S;i;!SB; N;!SB

(2.71)
2O;i;!SB  2S;i;!SB (2.72)
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The clean speech signal is estimated using the probability density function of lnO;!SB ()
as Eq. (2.73).
ˆlnS () = E

lnS () j lnO ()

=
Z
lnS () p

lnS () j lnO ()

dlnS
=
Z (
lnZ ()   fO

lnS;!SB; 
ln
N;!SB
)
p

lnS () j lnO ()

dlnS
= lnZ ()  
IGMMX
i=1
p

i j lnO ()

fO  S;i;!SB; N;!SB  (2.73)
The posterior probability in Eq.(2.73) is calculated usingBayes’ theorem asEq. (2.74).
p

i j lnO ()

=
iN

lnO () ; O;i; O;i

PIGMM
i=1 iN

lnO () ; O;i; O;i
 (2.74)
2.5.2 Method using DNN
In this section, speech enhancement using DNN is explained, whose overview is
showed in Fig. 2.2. Some studies have applied deep learning as a way for extracting
implicit spectral cues to speech enhancement. NNs are used as a nonlinear function
to map parameters for designing time-frequency mask from the observed signal.
Because the parameters for designing time-frequency mask are real variables such as
amplitude spectrum or power spectrum, NNs are used as a regression function.
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NN is composed of perceptron, or units. The units are layered and connected
to propagate information of input and calculate output. NN with a lot of layers are
called DNN.
Time-frequency mask design using DNN is basic method using deep learning.
The observed signal fO j = 1; : : : ;T g and label data xd; j = 1; : : : ;T 	 is generated
to train DNN. The observed signal in training data is generated using clean speech
signals and noise signals, by Eq. (2.15).
Fig. 2.3 shows a schematic diagram of DNN. The output for -th sample x is
calculated by feedforward DNN as Eqs. (2.75) and (2.76), where u,WNN, bNN, ', J,
and I j denote the input, combination weight, bias, and activation function, number of
layers, and number of units in j-th layer, respectively.
u
( j)
 :=
26666666666664
u
( j)
;1
u
( j)
;2
:::
u
( j)
;I j
37777777777775
=W
( j)
NN x
( j 1)
 + b
( j)
NN
  j = 2; : : : ; J (2.75)
x
( j)
 =
26666666666664
x
( j)
;1
x
( j)
;2
:::
x
( j)
;I j
37777777777775
=
266666666666664
'

u
( j)
;1

'

u
( j)
;2

:::
'

u
( j)
;I j

377777777777775
  j = 2; : : : ; J (2.76)
The activation function is often omitted when the NN is used to solve regression
problems. The relationship between the input u(1) and output x (J) is expressed as
Eq. (2.77), where the indices for the number of layers are omitted for simplicity.
x (J) = f

u(1);WNN; bNN

(2.77)
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Figure 2.3: Schematic diagram of DNN
The WNN and bNN is trained by back-propagation, setting objective function as
Eq. (2.78).
J =  1
2
TX
=1
xd;   f (u;WNN; bNN) (2.78)
The input u is calculated from the generated observed signalsO. It is considered
that DNN automatically extract acoustic features if it has a lot of layers and units and
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there is a large amount of training data. In this case, the observed signals are often
directly used as the input variable u. Mel-frequency cepstrum coeﬃcient of the
observed signals is also used as the input variable u. Regarding the output, most of
conventional methods design NN to output time-frequency mask directly.
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Chapter 3
Automatic Parameter Switching
(APS)
3.1 Introduction
As mentioned in Chapter 1, speech sounds need to be clearly captured for vari-
ous kinds of applications, e.g., audio conferencing systems, vehicle-mounted micro-
phones, headsets, communication robots, and so on. The speech sounds observed
by microphones are aﬀected by the acoustic environments in which such applica-
tions are used, which are often very noisy. Microphone-array speech enhancement
is frequently applied in the practical applications, and is able to use the spatial cues
of sound sources. Beamforming combined with post-filtering is a framework that is
known to be practically eﬀective; however, the PSDs of the target source and that of
noise need to be estimated.
Methods for estimating the PSDs of sound sources separately by looking into the
temporal [79] and spatial [22, 76] cues of each sound source have been proposed.
With these methods, a set of parameters that can only be determined empirically are
needed to calculate the PSDs and coeﬃcients of the post-filter. Since previous studies
discovered that speech enhancement performance using estimated PSDs is highly
dependent on selected value of the post-filter parameter-set, an additional method for
automatically selecting the best parameter-set value needed to be investigated [82,
83].
In this chapter, a method for automatically switching the post-filter parameter-
set is proposed, providing the highest ASR accuracy. The method introduces the
noise-power vector, which quantifies the features of noise contaminating each speech
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sentence by measuring the spectral power of diﬀerent frequency bands. The noise-
power vector is then used to group speech sentences to assign the best post-filter
parameter-set. ASR systems will achieve the lowest word error rate (WER), following
speech enhancement with the best post-filter parameter-set. The WER is modelled
by a function of the centroids of groups and the post-filter parameter-sets. The lowest
WER value is searched for by adjusting the position of the centroids and parameter-
sets using the hill-climbing algorithm.
In Section 3.2, noise-power vector is introduced as a quantitative measurement
of noise features. The concept of grouping noise-power vectors calculated for train-
ing data is introduced in Section 3.3, and optimizing of the group is explained in
Section 3.4. We present the experimental results obtained using speech sentences in
various noisy environments along with discussion in Section 3.5 and conclude this
chapter with some remarks in Section 3.6.
3.2 Noise feature measurement
Because the features of a noisy environment vary depending on the scene where
the ASR is used, one can hypothesize that the WER of ASR can be reduced by
switching the values set for the parameters of speech enhancement depending on the
noisy environment. The proposed parameter-switching method selects a parameter-
set from JAPS pre-adjusted sets for each frequency that minimizes the WER. The
JAPS pre-adjusted parameter-sets are described as Eq. ( 3.1), and the elements of the
parameter-sets is described in Eqs. (2.55), (2.56) and (2.57).
 j =
(
1; j (!) ; 2; j (!) ; 3; j (!)
)   j = 1; : : : ; JAPS (3.1)
Given that a training dataset consisting of Iutt utterances with various types of
noise being superimposed and their correct word labels are provided, assume the
post-filter parameter-sets  j are manually pre-adjusted using parts of the dataset.
The ASR is applied to the denoised speech using every  j
  j = 1; : : : ; JAPS , and the
parameter-set that minimizes the WER is then selected as the optimal parameter-set.
3.3. Parameter selection by grouping noise-power
vectors
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To quantify the features of a noisy environment, a noise-power vector i, composed
of stationary noise power in diﬀerent frequency bands is introduced as Eq. (3.3).
i =
266666664
low;i
med;i
high;i
377777775
(3.2)
=
266666666664
P
min<max
P
!low;min!<!low;max ˆV˜1 (!;)
(max min)(!low;max !low;min)P
min<max
P
!med;min!<!med;max ˆV˜1 (!;)
(max min)(!med;max !med;min)P
min<max
P
!high;min!<!high;max ˆV˜1 (!;)
(max min)(!high;max !high;min)
377777777775
(i = 1; : : : ; Iutt) (3.3)
The [min; max) is interval of frames to be averaged across. The [!low;max; !low;max),
[!med;max; !med;max), and [!high;max; !high;max) are low, medium, and high frequency
bands, respectively. The ˆV˜1 (!; ) is obtained by calculating minimum statistics of
Y1 (!; ). Measuring the noise power in diﬀerent frequency bands allows the use of
the spectral distribution of the noise in addition to its loudness.
3.3 Parameter selection by grouping noise-power
vectors
Fig. 3.1 shows a scatter plot of the noise-power vector calculated from Iutt noisy
speech signals, i.e., i (i = 1; : : : ; Iutt). Noise-power vectors are grouped into Rgrp
(Iutt  Rgrp  2) groups; then, diﬀerent parameter-set values are applied to the noisy
speech signals that belong to each group in such a way that the overall WER averaged
across the whole dataset is minimized. In other words, the i-th data is grouped into
one of the Rgrp groups r that is assigned the best parameter-set value that maximizes
ASR accuracy according to its noise-power vector.
The grouping is made possible by using centroids defined in the space of the noise-
power vector given by Eq. (3.4), where cLow;r , cMed;r , and cHigh;r are the coordinates
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Figure 3.1: Group of noise-power vectors
of the r-th centroid.
cr =
266666664
cLow;r
cMed;r
cHigh;r
377777775

r = 1; : : : ; Rgrp

(3.4)
Initially, the centroids are set at the same positions as that of randomly selected Rgrp
noise-power vectors among all noise-power vectors measured from the Iutt speech
sentences. Then, all noise-power vectors are grouped to their closest centroid by
Eq. (3.5), where Cr denotes the set of indices of the utterances grouped into the r-th
group.
Cr 3 8i subject to r = arg min
r 0
j ji   cr 0 j j2 (3.5)
3.4 Optimal grouping for maximizing speech
recognition accuracy
The grouping now needs to be optimized in order to minimize the WER. On the
basis of the hypothesis that the parameter-sets aﬀect ASR accuracy, the WER of
speech sentences in the Cr group will be represented by a function of cr and  j , i.e.,
fWER

cr;  j

. This implies that both cr and  j have to be adjusted to minimize the
WER. The proposed method achieves this by tuning both cr and  j alternately as
follows. Fig. 3.2 shows a flow chart of the optimization.
3.4. Optimal grouping for maximizing speech
recognition accuracy
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Once Cr is determined by the initial grouping given by Eq. (3.5), the best
parameter-set value is selected for each group by Eq. (3.6), where jr is the index
of the chosen post-filter parameter-set for the r-th group.
jr = arg min
j
(
fWER

cr;  j
)
(3.6)
Then, the grouping is further optimized by adjusting the positions of the centroids
provided the parameter-sets jr are fixed. To this end, a cost function that quantifies
the overall WER is introduced as Eq. (3.7).
JWER =
PRgrp
r=1 fWER

cr;  jr

Nwrd;rPRgrp
r=1 Nwrd;r
(3.7)
The Nwrd;r denotes the number of words in the speech sentences that belong to the r-th
group. Since fWER

cr;  j

cannot be mathematically formulated, it is diﬃcult to
analytically derive cr that minimizes JWER. Instead, the hill-climbing algorithm [84]
is applied to search the optimal cr . This method finds an optimal value by updating
parameters while evaluating the change in the cost function. In this study, JWER in
(3.7) was evaluated while cr was perturbed by r , given by
cr  cr  r; (3.8)
r =
266666664
Low;r
Med;r
High;r
377777775
(3.9)
After updating cr , the parameter-set values assigned to groups will be reviewed
and updated byEq. (3.6). This two-step processwill carry on until no further reduction
in JWER is observed by adjusting cr . Because JWER may not be minimized when
the initial value of cr is not arranged properly, the optimal search needs to be run
multiple times with randomly selected initial centroids; then,  jr and cr that provide
the lowest JWER after reaching its minimum value need to be selected.
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3.5 Experiments
We compared ASR accuracy obtained using APS with that using the conventional
PSD-BS-BR, in which a single post-filter parameter-set value was applied.
3.5.1 Setup
Themicrophone array used in the experiment consisted of three cardioidmicrophones.
Each microphone was oriented 120 from the others. Beamformers were designed
by using the MVDR method to point their directivity towards the three directions to
which the microphones were facing.
Training and evaluation data weremanually prepared as follows. Wemeasured the
impulse responses from the positions of the target and noise sources to themicrophone
array as shown in Fig. 5.3. Impulse responses from eight diﬀerent directions were
measured to simulate incoherent background noise. The measurements were carried
out in a reverberant chamber of which two diﬀerent amounts of sound-absorbing
material was put up on walls and the ceiling and in a meeting room to confirm that
the proposed method is eﬀective in various reverberant environments. Clean speech
signals were convolved with the recorded impulse responses of the target to make the
target sound signals. In the same way, one of four diﬀerent types of background noise
recorded in cars, oﬃces, shopping centers, or exhibition halls was convolved with
the impulse responses of the noise from the eight directions, which were summed
together. Finally, the target sound and background noise were added up with diﬀerent
SNRs, which were varied from  10 to 10 dB.
The Complete Continuous Speech Recognition-I (CSR-I) corpus [85] was used
for the clean speech signals. The corpus was divided into two subsets, that is, training
and evaluation datasets, which were composed of 323 and 328 English utterances
spoken by four individuals, respectively. An acoustic model and language model
were trained using the Kaldi [86] baseline tool for the CHiME Challenge [87]. The
acoustic model was constructed with a hidden Markov model (HMM) with GMM.
For the proposed method, 28 sets of parameters were manually prepared.
It is expected that the number of the groups Rgrp would also aﬀect the ASR
accuracy apart from the position of centroids and selected parameter-set values.
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Table 3.1: Experimental conditions for evaluation of APS
Sampling rate (kHz) 16
Quantization bit rate (bit) 16
# of microphones, M 3
# of beamformers, L 3
Target distance, dS (m) 0.5, 1.0, 1.5, 2.0
Noise distance, dN (m) 2.0, 4.0
Frame length (ms) 32
Frame shift (ms) 16
# of sentences for training, Iutt 323
# of sentences for evaluation 328
# of groups, Rgrp 2, 3, 4, 5, 6
# of parameter-sets, JAPS 28
Perturbation amplitude,  [1; 1; 1]T
Table 3.2: Centroids obtained by training when Rgrp = 4
Low (dBov) Med (dBov) High (dBov)
c1  66  61  72
c2  56  64  98
c3  55  42  42
c4  27  30  61
Since the relationship between Rgrp and ASR accuracy is not easily modeled, we
experimentally investigated the relationship by varying Rgrp from 2 to 6.
The other experimental conditions are listed in Table 3.1.
3.5.2 Results
In the experiments, the centroids were derived by using the training process according
to the flow chart in Fig. 3.2. The centroids derived when Rgrp = 4 are listed in
Table 3.2, where the noise power is described in dBov, which denotes the level relative
to the maximum value that can be stored in an integer format on a computer [88].
The centroids specified the groups of noise power observed in the speech sentences.
Fig. 3.4 shows the noise-power vectors, which were divided into four groups using
the centroids, in diﬀerent colors/markers.
A parameter-set was assigned for each of the groups. The component values of
the parameter-sets for diﬀerent Rgrp are listed in Table 3.3. Note that we averaged
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Table 3.3: Frequency-averaged post-filter parameter-sets
1 2  10 3 3
Rgrp = 1  j1 0.8 9.3 0.20
Rgrp = 2
 j1 0.8 9.3 0.20
 j2 2.0 9.3 0.20
Rgrp = 3
 j1 0.8 9.3 0.20
 j2 2.0 11.6 0.20
 j3 0.8 9.9 0.20
Rgrp = 4
 j1 0.8 9.3 0.20
 j2 2.0 9.9 0.20
 j3 2.0 9.9 0.16
 j4 0.8 9.9 0.20
Rgrp = 5
 j1 0.8 9.3 0.20
 j2 2.0 11.6 0.20
 j3 0.8 9.3 0.20
 j4 1.0 0.0 1.00
 j5 1.0 0.0 1.00
Rgrp = 6
 j1 0.8 9.3 0.20
 j2 2.0 11.6 0.20
 j3 0.8 9.3 0.20
 j4 1.0 0.0 1.00
 j5 2.0 9.9 0.20
 j6 1.0 0.0 1.00
the values with respect to the frequency bins for simplicity. The experimental results
obtained when Rgrp = 1 are equivalent to those with the conventional method. The
same parameter-set used for Rgrp = 1 was also used to evaluate the conventional
method when Rgrp  2. The ASR results obtained using the assigned parameter-sets
are described by WER in Table 3.4, in which WER values reduced by using APS are
highlighted in boldface type.
The results clearly show that the WER was reduced in most groups with the
proposed method than with the conventional method (Rgrp = 1).
Regardless of the value of Rgrp, there was a majority group, or a group that
included a relatively large number of speech sentences. Although the WER was not
reduced in the majority groups, it was reduced in other groups, or minority groups.
With the conventional method, in which a single parameter-set was assigned to all
the speech sentences, the parameter-set suitable for the majority group was selected
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Table 3.4: ASR results with WER fWER

cr;  jr

# of w/o with
utterances APS APS
Rgrp = 1 C1 328 41.7% 41.7%
Rgrp = 2
C1 219 26.4% 26.4%
C2 109 73.5% 41:7%
Rgrp = 3
C1 186 25.9% 25.9%
C2 135 65.9% 39:4%
C3 7 11.6% 12.3%
Rgrp = 4
C1 211 25.9% 25.9%
C2 79 72.0% 38:8%
C3 34 76.4% 48:8%
C4 4 11.9% 11.9%
Rgrp = 5
C1 153 24.2% 24.2%
C2 98 74.2% 39:1%
C3 61 35.9% 35.9%
C4 15 35.9% 31:4%
C5 1 100.0% 100.0%
Rgrp = 6
C1 195 26.1% 26.1%
C2 87 74.8% 38:3%
C3 40 49.4% 49.4%
C4 3 34.3% 19:4%
C5 3 21.4% 10:7%
C6 0 - -
as the optimal one. However, such a parameter-set was not suitable for the minority
groups. With APS, another parameter-set, which was especially suitable for each of
the minority groups was selected to reduce the WER.
Referring to the experiment with Rgrp = 6, one of the groups included no speech
sentences. The centroid was located too far from the whole dataset to form its group
in the noise-power vector space during the training process. This shows the proposed
method allows redundant groups to disappear in order to minimize the WER. As a
result, although an ad hoc number of groups must be given at the beginning of the
training process, the number of groups tends to be reduced to an appropriate number,
not necessarily the optimal number, automatically. Fig. 3.5 shows the resultant
numbers of groups when Rgrp was increased. The numbers of groups saturated at
five even if Rgrp was increased beyond five. In these experiments, five groups were
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Table 3.5: WER for whole dataset
Training Evaluation
Rgrp dataset dataset
Conventional methodf 1 28.9% 41.7%
Proposed method
8>>>>>>>><>>>>>>>>:
2 22.9% 31.4%
3 23.5% 31.0%
4 22.5% 31.1%
5 22.4% 31.2%
6 22.5% 32.1%
enough for the data to reduce the WER by the parameter switching.
Finally, we aggregated the WER for the whole dataset, as shown in Table 3.5.
Note that the results listed in Tables 3.4 and 3.5 were obtained from the same ex-
periments, although Table 3.5 includes results for the training dataset as well as the
evaluation dataset. The WER reduction for the minority groups resulted in eight
to ten-point reductions for the whole evaluation dataset. The experiment using the
dataset described above showed that the WER with Rgrp  3 was roughly the same
as that with Rgrp = 2. Because there is no method of deriving the optimal Rgrp deter-
ministically, we suggest using the proposed method with varying Rgrp and selecting
the Rgrp resulting in the lowest WER.
Overall, the experimental results verified that the proposed method was eﬀective
for improving ASR accuracy in noisy environments by switching the noise reduction
parameter-sets according to the noise level measured in diﬀerent frequency bands. It
was also found that the proposed method was able to adjust the number of groups
automatically.
3.6 Conclusion
We proposed and evaluated APS to improve the accuracy of ASR systems. Noise
features are quantified by the noise-power vector measured from noisy speech signals,
which is used to group the utterances and assign the best parameter-set values to
achieve the highest recognition accuracy. Experiments using datasets in various
noisy environments revealed that the WER could be reduced to 31.0% with APS
compared to 41.7% with the conventional PSD-BS-BR.
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Chapter 4
Integration of PSD-BS-BR and GMM
(PSD-GMM)
4.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3, machine learning is introduced into microphone array speech enhance-
ment in order to use spectral cues about noise. However, the principle of the speech
enhancement described in Chapter 3 is same as conventional PSD-BS-BR. In this
Chapter, a method for introducing machine learning to use spectral cues about speech
is considered.
PSD-BS-BR is a method for estimating the PSDs with low computational com-
plexity, in which it is assumed that the sound sources are sparse in the temporal-spatial
domain and that the observed signals include spatial cues to segregate the target sound
from the noise. It has been confirmed that using the spatial cues obtained from the
microphone array enables accurate estimation of the noise PSD. However, the PSD is
not accurately estimated under circumstances beyond this assumption. These errors
can cause musical noise or signal distortion.
Machine-learning based speech enhancement methods have also been studied,
mainly for the purpose of developing robust ASR in noisy environments. Many
methods incorporate machine learning models of target speech PSDs, referred to as
speech models, which are pre-trained using certain clean speech corpora, as prior
knowledge of a speech. They can accurately preserve the features of the speech spec-
tra, even after noise is reduced, by using the speech models to compose observation
models, which represent the observed signals. Some machine-learning based speech
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enhancement methods designed for single microphone signals are suitable for real-
time applications [44, 46, 47, 73, 89]. However, the speech enhancement performance
rapidly deteriorates as the SNR of the received signal decreases because using a single
microphone limits the accuracy of noise PSD estimation. To overcome this limita-
tion, methods have been developed to attempt to integrate machine-learning based
speech enhancement with microphone array [90–92]. However, one merely applies
a tandemly connected beamforming and a machine-learning based approach [90].
Others represent noise by machine learning models on the basis of data and require
iterative optimization based on batch processing to adapt the model parameters to the
environment [91, 92]; thus, they cannot adapt to environmental variation in real time.
Therefore, a method for using signals observed by a microphone array for com-
posing observation models to adapt these models to environmental variation in real
time is proposed in this Chapter. In the proposed method, referred to as PSD-GMM,
PSD-BS-BR and clean speech model using GMM are integrated to design Wiener
filters. It had been already shown that the noise PSD can be robustly estimated under
various environments in real time by a combination of PSD-BS-BR on the assumption
that the background noise is temporally stationary. As it is hard to estimate the PSD
of the target speech from the observed signals, we estimated it using the clean speech
models. It is expected that the observation models match the observed signal and that
the target speech is clearly extracted in various noisy environments by integrating the
noise PSD by using PSD-BS-BR and pre-trained clean speech models.
PSD-GMM is evaluated from three points of view to verify its eﬀectiveness. The
first is that PSD-GMM reducesmusical noise and signal distortion as well as improves
SNR. The second is that the proposed method outperforms PSD-BS-BR in various
environments. The third is that a system incorporating PSD-GMM operates in real
time. The experimental evaluations are both subjective and objective.
In Section 4.2, a method to compose models of clean speech and observation
is proposed. The observation model is composed from the clean speech model and
noise PSD estimated by PSD-BS-BR. Then, a method to calculate Wiener post-
filter from clean speech model and observation model is explained in Section 4.3.
After presenting the experimental results that verify the eﬀectiveness of the proposed
method in Section 4.4, this chapter concludes in Section 4.5.
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4.2 Target speech and observation model
PSD-BS-BR is able to estimate the speech and noise PSD with certain accuracy and
be used to design a Wiener filter deterministically using temporal and spatial cues,
given the sparseness of the sound sources. However, the errors in the target PSD
estimation increase when noise levels are high and source sparseness is low. The
musical noise or signal distortion in the resultant output signal tend to increase as the
errors increase.
To overcome the aforementioned problem, our proposed method integrates PSD-
BS-BR and a machine-learning based approach by using machine learning models as
prior knowledge of the speech signals, limiting the target source to speech. Although
the temporal and spatial cues are used in PSD-BS-BR, features of speech in the
frequency domain can be used as the spectral cues to estimate the PSDs, by integrating
a method for modeling them into PSD-BS-BR. With the machine learning models,
we can accurately preserve the features of speech spectra and consequently improve
the speech enhancement performance even in very noisy environments with many
noise sources.
An overview of the proposed method is given in Fig. 4.1. The essential feature of
the machine learning model-based speech enhancement method is distinguishing the
characteristic patterns of speech PSD in the observed signals. We compose models of
the observed signal, referred to as observationmodel, to calculate the likelihood for the
observation model given the observed signals and recognize patterns in the observed
signals. Because the clean speech model is an element of the observation model,
we can also determine the speech PSD patterns from the corresponding observation
patterns. It is important for composed observation models to precisely represent the
observed signals.
The statistical clean speech model is an ergodic HMM with two internal states,
i.e., silence ( j = 1) and speech ( j = 2), where j denotes the state index, as shown in
Fig. 4.2. Each state is modeled using a GMM with IGMM Gaussian components as
Eq. (4.1) in the LPSD domain described in Eqs. (2.7) and (2.8).
p

lnS () j = IGMMX
i=1
S; j;iN

lnS () S; j;i () ; S; j;i (4.1)
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The index of the Gaussian component is denoted as i.
The model parameters are indicated together asMS, as in Eqs. (4.2)–(4.4).
MS =
(
S; j;i S; j;i S; j;i
)
(4.2)
S; j;i =
266666666664
S;1; j;i
S;2; j;i
:::
S;
SB; j;i
377777777775
(4.3)
S; j;i = diag

2S;1; j;i; 
2
S;2; j;i; : : : ; 
2
S;
SB; j;i

(4.4)
These clean speech model parameters are trained in advance by using a training
dataset.
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The structure of the observation model is the same as that of the clean speech
model. The parameters of the observation models in the LPSD domain MY () are
expressed by Eqs. (4.5)–(4.7).
MY () =
(
Y; j;i Y; j;i () Y; j;i
)
(4.5)
Y; j;i () =
266666666664
Y;1; j;i ()
Y;2; j;i ()
:::
Y;
SB; j;i ()
377777777775
(4.6)
Y; j;i = diag

2Y;1; j;i; 
2
Y;2; j;i; : : : ; 
2
Y;
SB; j;i

(4.7)
The mean vector of the observation models is time variant because it is derived from
the noise PSD, which is obtained with PSD-BS-BR, as well as the mean vector of the
clean speech model, which is trained in advance. In the PSD domain, Eq. (2.43) is
expressed as Eq. (4.8).
lnY1;!SB () = ln
*.......,
wAFB;!SB
266666666664
S (!; ) j!=0
S (!; ) j!=1
:::
S (!; ) !=
DFT 1
377777777775
+ wAFB;!SB
266666666664
YN (!; ) j!=0
YN (!; ) j!=1
:::
YN (!; ) !=
DFT 1
377777777775
+///////-
= lnS;!SB () + ln
(
1 + exp

lnYN;!SB ()   lnS;!SB ()
)
= lnS;!SB () + f

lnS;!SB () ; lnYN;!SB ()

(4.8)
The mismatch function f

lnS (!; ) ; lnYN (!; )

is approximated by using zeroth
order VTS expansion [46, 47] at the i-th mean of the j-th state clean speech model
and the logarithmic estimation of noise PSD and is expressed by Eq. (4.9).
f

lnS;!SB () ; lnYN;!SB ()

 ln
(
1 + exp

ˆlnYN;!SB ()   S;!SB; j;i
)
(4.9)
In the approximation, we assume that the variance in the mismatch function
f

lnS (!; ) ; lnYN (!; )

is negligible. The mean and variance of lnY1;!SB () with
respect to the j-th state and i-th Gaussian component are derived using Eqs. (4.10)
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and (4.11).
Y;!SB; j;i ()  S;!SB; j;i + ln
(
1 + exp

ˆlnYN;!SB ()   S;!SB; j;i
)
(4.10)
2Y;!SB; j;i ()  2S;!SB; j;i (4.11)
Therefore, the parameters of the observation models are sequentially composed, as
shown in Eqs. (4.12)–(4.14).
Y; j;i = S; j;i (4.12)
Y;!SB; j;i () = ln
8>>>>>>><>>>>>>>:
exp

S;!SB; j;i

+ wAFB;!SB
266666666664
ˆYN (!; ) j!=0
ˆYN (!; ) j!=1
:::
ˆYN (!; ) !=
DFT 1
377777777775
9>>>>>>>=>>>>>>>;
(4.13)
Y; j;i = S; j;i (4.14)
The number of the Gaussian components in the observation models is same as that
of the clean speech models, thus the mixture weight of the observation models is
also same as that of the clean speech models. The parameters of the clean speech
models are time-invariant, so only Y;!SB; j;i () is updated every time frame by using
the noise PSD ˆYN (!; ) in Eq. (2.55).
4.3 Wiener post-filter calculation based on Bayes’ the-
orem
There have been a number of studies on designing Wiener filters on the basis of
generative models [46, 73, 89]. The proposed method applies one of these methods
that calculate the Wiener filter by simply following Bayes’ theorem [46, 89].
After model composition described in Section 4.2, the Wiener post-filter is de-
signed by using the model parameters of the speechMS and the beamformer’s output
MY (). Each model has Jstt states, and each state consists of IGMM Gaussian com-
ponents. The Wiener filter is calculated using Eq. (4.15) if the 
SB-dimensional
LPSD vector of the current beamforming’s output lnY1 () is deterministically known
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to belong to the j-th state and i-th Gaussian component.
GGMM; j;i (!; ) =
exp

wSFB;!S; j;i

exp

wSFB;!S; j;i

+ ˆYN (!; )
(4.15)
In contrast to Eq. (2.44), the estimated target speech PSD ˆS (!; ) is substituted with
the exponential mean contained in the clean speech model in Eq. (4.15). The target
speech component is derived not from the estimation obtained using noisy speech but
from estimation obtained using a large quantity of clean speech data. As a result, the
target speech component contains less errors and the resultant Wiener filter is less
likely to cause distortion.
However, lnY1 () would belong to every state and every component with a certain
probability. Therefore, the Wiener filter is expressed as Eqs. (4.16) and (4.17) by
weighted summing GGMM; j;i (!; ) with respect to each state and each Gaussian
component depending on the posterior probability.
GGMM (!; ) =
JsttX
j=1
IGMMX
i=1
P

j; i lnY1 ()   GGMM; j;i (!; ) (4.16)
The P

j; i lnY1 ()  denotes the posterior probability with respect to the j-th state
and i-th Gaussian component, and it is deformed using Eq. (4.17).
P

j; i lnY1 ()  = P

j; i;lnY1 ()

p

lnY1 ()

=
P

j; i;lnY1 ()

P

j;lnY1 ()
  P  j;lnY1 ()
p

lnY1 ()

= P

i  j;lnY1 ()  P  j lnY1 ()  (4.17)
From Bayes’ theorem, P

k  j;lnY1 ()  is expressed by Eq. (4.18).
P

i  j;lnY1 ()  = p

lnY1 () j j; i

P
 
i j j PIGMM
i=1 p

lnY1 () j j; i

P
 
i j j  (4.18)
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To calculate P

i  j;lnY1 ()  , the likelihood of the correspondingGaussian component
p

lnY1 ()
 j; i is calculated as Eq. (4.19).
p

lnY1 ()
 j; i = N lnY1 () Y; j;i () ; Y; j;i (4.19)
The P(i j j) is regarded as Eq. (4.20).
P(i j j) = Y; j;i (4.20)
The P

j j lnY1 ()

is derived using Eq. (4.21), unlike the general method that
computes it sequentially with the HMM’s state transition probability.
P

j lnY1 ()  = 8>><>>:
1   G (!; )   j = 1
G (!; )   j = 2 (4.21)
Therefore, it is not necessary to train theHMM’s state transition probability in advance
while its output probability is trained with a conventional method [46].
Finally, the Wiener filter is obtained by substituting Eqs. (4.15), (4.18) and (4.21)
into Eq. (4.16).
4.4 Experiment
PSD-GMM was evaluated experimentally in terms of reduced noise power and en-
hanced speech quality to confirm its eﬀectiveness. We tested MVDR beamformer [9,
78], single-channel VTS method with switching Kalman filter (VTS) [46], and PSD-
BS-BR as conventional methods to be compared.
4.4.1 Setup
The microphone array consisted of three cardioid microphones. Each microphone
was turned 120 from the others.
Evaluation data were obtained by simulating the microphone array observation
as follows. We measured the impulse responses of the target and interference by
using the microphone array. The measurements were carried out in two reverberant
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Table 4.1: Types and angles of interference noise
Test
# of Type of
Angle, Ninterference interference
sources, K   1 noise
1 1 music 180
2 1 music 135
3 1 music 90
4 1 music 45
5 3 music 45; 90; 135
6 1 speech 180
7 1 speech 135
8 1 speech 90
9 1 speech 45
10 3 speech 45; 90; 135
chambers and two meeting rooms to confirm that the proposed method is eﬀective in
various reverberant environments. The measurement setup is shown in Fig. 5.3. The
N denotes the angle between the target and interference. Target clean speech sig-
nals and interference signals were convolved with the recorded impulse responses to
make the target sound and interference noise. Table 4.1 summarizes the interference
source types and angles with the target. One of three diﬀerent types of background
noise recorded in oﬃces, shopping centers, and exhibition halls was played from
loudspeakers against a wall. The impulse responses and background noise were mea-
sured at diﬀerent times with the microphone array, and the target sound, interference
noise, and background noise were added with diﬀerent SNRs through simulation.
The background noise level was varied from  5 to 10 dB relative to the target, while
the interference noise level was the same as the target.
We trained the clean speechmodels by using a training set of theWSJ0 corpus [85].
This training set was composed of 7138 utterances spoken by 83 individuals. The
speech model had Jstt = 2 states and each state had IGMM = 64 Gaussian components.
The features of the speech model were 
SB = 40-dimensional LPSDs.
Clean data for evaluation were taken from the evaluation set of the WSJ0 cor-
pus. Sixteen utterances by four males and four females were used as the target and
interference speech under each noise condition for objective evaluation.
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Figure 4.3: Noise and impulse response measurement setup to create
evaluation data simulating microphone array observation
We used signal-to-interference ratio (SIR) as an evaluation index for noise re-
duction performance and signal-to-distortion ratio (SDR) as an evaluation index for
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signal distortion, for objective evaluation. The SIR and SDR were obtained by using
BSS_EVAL Toolbox [93].
For subjective quality evaluation, we conducted mean opinion score (MOS) tests.
Speech signals under two background noise level conditions,  5 and 0 dB relative
to speech level, were evaluated. We used four utterances by two males and two
females from the evaluation set of the WSJ0 corpus in the tests. The length of
one utterance was about six seconds. The evaluation was conducted by fourteen non-
expert evaluators. They were asked to comprehensively rate the followings, according
to the degradation category scale shown in Table 4.2 compared to reference materials
to follow the degradation category rating (DCR) test [94].
• target speech distortion
• noise residual level
• residual noise distortion
Two of the fourteen evaluators participated in DCR test for the first time and the
others had experiences of participating in DCR tests. They had made a little practice
before participating in this DCR test. The outputs with the ideal Wiener filter were
used as the reference materials because the ideal Wiener filter gives the performance
upper-bound of the speech enhancement using beamforming and Wiener post-filter.
The ideal Wiener filter was calculated using true values of the PSD of the target and
noise, whichwere known through the simulation for obtaining the evaluation data. We
removed outliers, and the data for each background noise level condition contained
109 to 112 samples. The outliers were evaluated according to the definition in box
plot [95], which is one of general method for handling data. Defining interquartile
range (IQR) as the diﬀerence between the third and first quartiles, data that were
either 1:5 IQR or more above the third quartile or 1:5 IQR or more below the first
quartile were removed as outliers.
Table 4.3 summarizes the experimental conditions. The outputs with the pro-
posed method were obtained on an Intel Xeon CPU E5-2650 2.60GHz machine with
Windows operating system.
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Table 4.2: Degradation category scale
5 Degradation is inaudible.
4 Degradation is audible but not annoying.
3 Degradation is slightly annoying.
2 Degradation is annoying.
1 Degradation is very annoying.
Table 4.3: Experimental conditions
Objective Subjective
evaluation evaluation
Sampling rate 16 kHz
# of microphones, M 3
Interference noise condition Tests 1–10 Tests 6, 10
Source distance 0:25; 1; 2 m 1 m
Background noise level  5; 0; 5; 10 dB  5; 0 dB
Reverberation time of 230; 350 msreverberant chambers (1 kHz)
Frame length 32 ms
Frame shift 16 ms
# of HMM states, J 2
# of Gaussian mixtures, IGMM 64
# of filter bank channels, B 40
Training data WSJ0
4.4.2 Objective evaluation results
Table 4.4 and 4.5 summarize the average results of the SIR and SDR evaluation, re-
spectively, corresponding to the conditions of reverberation time and the microphone
array location. Fig. 4.4 shows the waveforms and spectrograms of the target signal,
observed signal and output signal, and it is shown that the target was successfully
enhanced with the proposed method.
The values of background noise level in Table 4.4 and 4.5 indicate the background
noise level in the first channel and are relative values to the target speech level. These
values do not include the interference noise power; thus, the total noise power was
higher than these values. The interference noise level was uniform between Tests 1–4,
6–9. That in Tests 5 and 10 was higher as there were three interference sources.
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Figure 4.4: Waveforms and spectrograms of target source, captured
signal, and output signals
In all tests, PSD-GMM outperformed MVDR and PSD-BS-BR. PSD-GMM im-
proved the SIR and SDR by 8.2 dB and 6.2 dB on average compared to MVDR and
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by 3.4 dB and 2.7 dB on average compared to PSD-BS-BR, respectively. The MVDR
method did not perform well because there was background noise arriving from the
same directions as the target source. The improvements with PSD-GMM compared
with those with PSD-BS-BR were due to estimating the speech PSD by using GMM
since the estimation method for noise PSD is common between the two methods.
Accurate estimation of speech PSD reduced speech signal distortion and accordingly
improved output SIR. The improvements were prominent when the interference noise
typewasmusic because a pre-trained speechmodel segregate non-speech signals from
target speech signal better than interfering speech signals. Although VTS performed
well when background noise power was relatively high, its performance degraded
when interference noise was relatively high. In principle, when the interference noise
is speech, it is diﬃcult to reduce the interfering speech signals with VTS. This is
because interference speech cannot be distinguished from the target speech by using
only VTS. PSD-GMM improved the SIR and SDR by 3.2 dB and 1.7 dB on average,
respectively, compared to VTS.
It was also verified that PSD-GMM runs in real time since the real-time factor
was 0.32 during the experiment.
4.4.3 Subjective evaluation results
Table 4.6 shows the MOS scores. The diﬀerences in the sound quality between the
conventional methods and PSD-GMMwere confirmed by t-test with 95% confidence
intervals. The quality of output from the proposed method was significantly better
than those from the other methods when the background noise level was  5 dB.
When the background noise level was 0 dB, the quality of output from PSD-GMM
was significantly better than those from VTS and PSD-BS-BR and no worse than that
of MVDR. The degradation was less annoying when the background noise level was
low. Table 4.7 lists the p-values of the t-tests.
Through the aforementioned evaluations, PSD-GMM was confirmed to enhance
the target speech in various conditions with little signal distortion.
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4.5 Conclusion
A method for integrating PSD-BS-BR and GMM was proposed. The observation
models were composed of clean speech models and noise PSDs estimated using
PSD-BS-BR. Wiener post-filter was designed based on Bayes’ theorem using the
observation models and beamformers’ output. The experimental results in various
noise environments showed that the SIR and SDR improved compared with using
the conventional methods. Through subjective evaluations for speech quality, it was
shown that PSD-GMM is capable of accurately preserving speech characteristics as
well as reducing noise suﬃciently.
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Table 4.4: Results of SIR evaluation (dB)
Background noise level
relative to target speech level (dB)
 5 0 5 10
Test 1
MVDR 4:7 1:4  2:7  7:2
VTS 10:8 8:9 6:5 3:5
PSD-BS-BR 9:2 6:3 2:4  2:4
PSD-GMM 12:5 10:4 7:6 3:5
Test 2
MVDR 5:7 1:9  2:5  7:1
VTS 10:4 8:7 6:3 3:4
PSD-BS-BR 11:7 7:6 3:0  2:1
PSD-GMM 14:0 11:1 7:8 3:6
Test 3
MVDR 5:3 1:7  2:6  7:1
VTS 7:5 6:6 5:0 2:6
PSD-BS-BR 11:4 7:6 3:0  2:1
PSD-GMM 13:5 11:0 7:9 3:7
Test 4
MVDR 2:4 0:2  3:2  7:4
VTS 5:5 5:1 3:9 2:0
PSD-BS-BR 5:0 3:6 1:0  3:0
PSD-GMM 7:6 6:8 5:2 2:1
Test 5
MVDR 1:4  0:5  3:5  7:5
VTS 2:6 2:5 1:7 0:2
PSD-BS-BR 5:5 4:0 1:2  3:0
PSD-GMM 7:8 7:0 5:1 2:0
Test 6
MVDR 3:9 1:1  2:8  7:2
VTS 8:1 6:9 5:0 2:5
PSD-BS-BR 8:8 6:4 2:6  2:3
PSD-GMM 11:3 9:8 7:3 3:4
Test 7
MVDR 5:7 1:9  2:5  7:1
VTS 7:1 5:9 4:1 1:8
PSD-BS-BR 11:9 7:8 3:1  2:1
PSD-GMM 13:9 11:0 7:7 3:5
Test 8
MVDR 4:6 1:4  2:7  7:2
VTS 2:6 2:2 1:3  0:4
PSD-BS-BR 11:5 7:7 3:1  2:1
PSD-GMM 13:0 10:5 7:5 3:4
Test 9
MVDR 0:7  0:9  3:7  7:5
VTS  0:1  0:3  0:8  1:9
PSD-BS-BR 2:1 1:4  0:3  3:5
PSD-GMM 2:6 2:1 1:2  0:6
Test 10
MVDR 0:1  1:3  3:9  7:6
VTS  2:3  2:5  2:9  3:7
PSD-BS-BR 3:2 2:3 0:2  3:4
PSD-GMM 3:7 3:0 1:8  0:3
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Table 4.5: Results of SDR evaluation (dB)
Background noise level
relative to target speech level (dB)
 5 0 5 10
Test 1
MVDR 3:7 0:4  3:8  8:2
VTS 8:5 6:4 4:0 1:2
PSD-BS-BR 6:9 4:0 0:2  4:6
PSD-GMM 8:8 6:6 4:0 0:7
Test 2
MVDR 4:5 0:8  3:6  8:2
VTS 8:2 6:2 4:0 0:0
PSD-BS-BR 8:2 4:8 0:5  4:3
PSD-GMM 9:5 7:0 4:2 0:0
Test 3
MVDR 4:3 0:7  3:7  8:2
VTS 6:0 4:8 3:0 0:6
PSD-BS-BR 8:1 4:7 0:5  4:4
PSD-GMM 9:3 6:9 4:2 0:8
Test 4
MVDR 1:9  0:6  4:2  8:4
VTS 4:3 3:5 2:3 0:1
PSD-BS-BR 3:9 2:1  0:8  4:9
PSD-GMM 5:6 4:4 2:6  0:2
Test 5
MVDR 0:4  1:5  4:6  8:5
VTS 1:8 1:4 0:5  1:2
PSD-BS-BR 3:5 1:9  0:9  5:0
PSD-GMM 4:9 3:9 2:2  0:5
Test 6
MVDR 2:9 0:0  3:9  8:3
VTS 6:8 5:1 3:1 0:5
PSD-BS-BR 6:4 3:9 0:2  4:5
PSD-GMM 7:8 6:1 3:8 0:6
Test 7
MVDR 3:9 0:5  3:7  8:2
VTS 5:9 4:4 2:5 0:0
PSD-BS-BR 7:9 4:6 0:5  4:4
PSD-GMM 8:9 6:6 4:0 0:6
Test 8
MVDR 3:6 0:4  3:8  8:3
VTS 2:1 1:4 0:1  1:8
PSD-BS-BR 7:8 4:6 0:5  4:4
PSD-GMM 8:7 6:5 4:0 0:6
Test 9
MVDR 0:3  1:5  4:6  8:5
VTS  0:5  0:9  1:6  3:1
PSD-BS-BR 1:5 0:5  1:7  5:2
PSD-GMM 1:9 1:2 0:0  2:0
Test 10
MVDR  1:1  2:5  5:0  8:7
VTS  2:6  3:0  3:5  4:6
PSD-BS-BR 1:0 0:0  2:0  5:6
PSD-GMM 1:4 0:8  0:4  2:5
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Table 4.6: MOS scores
Background noise level
relative to target speech level (dB)
 5 0
MVDR 3:0 2:6
VTS 3:1 2:5
PSD-BS-BR 3:0 2:4
PSD-GMM 3:5 2:8
Table 4.7: P-values (%) of t-tests
Background noise level
relative to target speech level (dB)
 5 0
PSD-GMM and MVDR 0:007 23:988
PSD-GMM and VTS 0:467 1:810
PSD-GMM and PSD-BS-BR 0:061 4:155
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Chapter 5
PSD estimation using NN (PSD-NN)
5.1 Introduction
In Chapter 3 and 4, machine learning is introduced into microphone array speech
enhancement and each of the proposed methods enables to use spectral cues about
noise or speech for speech enhancement. In this Chapter, both of spectral cues about
speech and those about noise are extracted by uniform machine learning models,
using NN.
In PSD-BS-BR, the mapping function between the beamformers’ output and the
source signals was modelled by a linear function; thus, the estimated PSDs were
derived by using a least squares method. However, in fact, the linear function did
not accurately represent the relationship of these two signals in the power spectral
domain due to an approximation introduced in the modeling. Therefore, a hypothesis
is introduced that the estimation accuracy of the PSDs may be improved by replacing
the relationship by using a non-linear function. In a recent study [96], DNN was used
to map the beamformers’ output to the Wiener filter directly. Although this study has
demonstrated that using NN delivers a more accurate estimation of the Wiener filter,
it requires a large-scale DNN, which is not suitable for some of the practical devices,
such as smartphones, wireless headsets, and microphones in vehicles. One could
anticipate that the small-scale NN would perform well when the inter-dependency
between the input and output variables of the NN is maximized. Should the depen-
dency between the two variables be maximized, the mapping function could become
simpler so that it would enable the small-scale NN to estimate the PSDs accurately.
Motivated by these hypotheses, an alternative approach to estimating the Wiener
filter from the output of multiple beamformers is introduced in this chapter. The
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proposed method, referred as to PSD-NN, consists of two steps similar to PSD-BS-
BR. The first step estimates the PSD of each sound source (source PSDs)mapped from
the PSD of multiple beamformers’ output by using NN. Then, the second step simply
calculates the Wiener filter from the estimated PSDs by following the definition,
which has already been optimized in the sense of MMSE. Because the NN is able to
realize a non-linear approximation of the mapping relationship between the source
PSDs and the PSD of beamformers’ outputs, better performance will be expected for
the overall sound source enhancement algorithm.
The detail of PSD-NN is explained in Section 5.2. Experimental results obtained
using speech sentences in various noisy environments are shown in Section 5.3 and
this chapter is concluded in Section 5.4.
5.2 PSD-NN
As seen in (2.51), PSD-BS-BR introduced a linear function model to approximate
the relationship between the source PSDs and the PSD of the multiple beamformers’
output. However, various modeling errors occurring in practical applications degrade
the estimation accuracy of the method. To improve the overall performance of speech
enhancement, PSD-NN replaces the linear functionmodel byNNs optimized by using
a preliminary training process, which will be able to represent the relationship more
accurately by a non-linear function.
Consider a situation in which the relationship between Y (!; ) and each of the
YS (!; ), YN (!; )   V˜1 (!; ), and V˜1 (!; ) is represented by a NN with J layers
as shown in Fig. 5.1. The NN is used to solve a regression problem. The NNs are
prepared for each of the YS (!; ), YN (!; )   V˜1 (!; ), and V˜1 (!; ), and each
frequency band independently; thus, the number of independent NNs is RNN = 3
,
where 
 denotes the number of the frequency bins of the source PSDs. The j-th layer
of the r-th NN has I j nodes, receives input features u( j)r;! , and produces output x( j)r;! .
A block diagram of speech enhancement using NNs is shown in Fig. 5.2. Two
diﬀerent input features, both generated from the beamformers’ output signals, are
considered. In addition to the PSDs of the beamformers’ output signals themselves,
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Figure 5.1: Diagram of NN
the stationary component calculated by Eq. (5.1) is also used as the input feature.
fMS (Y (!; )) =
2666666666664
min2T
(P 1
q=0  (!)
 
1    (!)q Y1 (!; ))
min2T
(P 1
q=0  (!)
 
1    (!)q Y2 (!; ))
:::
min2T
(P 1
q=0  (!)
 
1    (!)q YL (!; ))
3777777777775
(5.1)
Thus, the output of the input layer, i.e., the input features of NNs, is described as
Eq. (5.2).
x (1)r (!; ) =
2666666666664
x
(1)
1;r (!; )
x
(1)
2;r (!; )
:::
x
(1)
2L;r (!; )
3777777777775
=
266664 Y (!; )fMS (Y (!; ))
377775 (5.2)
The input and output of nodes in the hidden and output layers are respectively
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Figure 5.2: Procedure of sound source enhancement using NNs
calculated by (5.3) and (5.4) with an activation function ' () and two kinds of pre-
trained parameters: combination weight from the j   1 to j-th layer defined in (5.5)
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and bias given to the j-th layer defined in (5.7).
u
( j)
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26666666666664
u
( j)
1;r;!
u
( j)
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:::
u
( j)
I j;r;!
37777777777775
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NN;r;!x
( j 1)
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( j)
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  j = 2; : : : ; J (5.3)
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( j)
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b
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:::
b( j)NN;I j;r;!
37777777777775
(5.7)
The combination weight and the bias are trained so as to minimize a cost function.
The cost function is the MMSE between the NN’s output and the desired source PSD
using a training dataset. It is minimized by using back propagation. The units in
the hidden layers are rectified linear units (ReLU), which have an activation function
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Table 5.1: Compared methods
Method Input features Output estimatesID
M1 PSD estimation using (2.51)
M2 Y G
M3
f
Y fMS (Y )
g>
G
M4 Y
(
YS; YN   V˜1; V˜1
)
M5
f
Y fMS (Y )
g> (
YS; YN   V˜1; V˜1
)
defined in (5.8).
'

u
( j)
i;r;!

= max

0; u( j)i;r;!
   j = 2; : : : ; J   1 (5.8)
Finally the estimated source PSDs are provided by Eqs. (5.9)–(5.11).
ˆYS (!; ) = x (J)1;! (5.9)
ˆYN (!; )   ˆV˜1 (!; ) = x (J)2;! (5.10)
ˆV˜1 (!; ) = x (J)3;! (5.11)
5.3 Experiments
Experiments were conducted to evaluate the performance of the proposed method.
Table 5.1 summarizes the methods evaluated in the experiments. To investigate the
need for fMS (Y (!; )) as a part of the input features of theNNs, the proposedmethod
was tested by using two types of input features, i.e., without and with fMS (Y (!; )),
defined as M4 and M5, respectively. Since a NN may be able to estimate the Wiener
filter directly without explicitly estimating the source PSD like in [96], two cases
defined as methods M2 and M3 were also tested. These methods were evaluated by
using three metrics: signal-to-noise ratio (SNR), spectral distortion (SD), and root
mean square error (RMSE) of the estimated Wiener filter from its ideal value. A high
SNR indicates that a higher amount of noise is reduced, while a low SD indicates
high reproducibility of the target signal.
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Figure 5.3: Noise and impulse response measurement setup
5.3.1 Setup
A corpus of room impulse responses and background noise recorded in various rooms
was used to generate the microphone array observation signals. The configuration of
the microphone array and loudspeakers used for collecting the corpus are summarized
in Fig. 5.3. The microphone array was located at two diﬀerent positions in each room.
It consisted of three cardioid microphones whose directivity pointed at angles 120
degrees apart from each other. Both the impulse responses and background noise
were recorded in three diﬀerent rooms; two of them were used for training the NN,
whereas the rest was used for the evaluation of the proposed method.
One of the speech files uttered by four male and four female speakers being
convolved with an impulse responses was used as the observation of the target source
or the coherent interference. The level of all coherent signals was set the same.
Incoherent background noise was then added at diﬀerent levels ranging from  10 to
10 dB. Table 5.2 summarizes other parameters used in the corpus.
Table 5.3 summarizes the parameters of the methods used in the experiments.
The number of frequency bands was compressed to 
 by using a filter bank. Centre
frequencies of the filter bank were arranged at equal distance in the equivalent rect-
angular bandwidth (ERB) scale [97]. The initial values of the combination weight
and bias of the NNs were determined by using random initialization.
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Table 5.2: Details of the corpus
Training Evaluation
data data
Total length (min) 133 8
# of sound sources, K 2; 3 2; 3
# of utterances 32 16
Direction, S1 (deg) 90 90
Direction, S2 (deg) 0; 45; 135; 180 45
Direction, S3 (deg) 0; 45; 135 0
W  D  H of room (m) 6:6  4:6  2:7 7:1  9:0  2:8
Distance,  (cm) 25; 50; 75 100
100; 150; 200
Background noise oﬃce oﬃce
shopping centre exhibition hall
Table 5.3: Parameters used in processing
# of microphones, M 3
Sampling rate (kHz) 16
Frame length (ms) 16
# of filter bank channels, 
SB 50
# of beamformers, L 5
# of layers, J 3
# of nodes, I j ( j = 1; : : : ; J   1) 10
Learning coeﬃcient 103 10; 5; 2:5
# of iterations 20
Momentum coeﬃcient 0:5 (first 5), 0:9 (after 6)
Decay weight 109 20
5.3.2 Results
Fig. 5.4 summarizes the SNR, SD, and RMSE of the results given by the five diﬀerent
methods. Overall, M5 estimated the Wiener filter most accurately and achieved the
lowest SD, although M4 slightly outperformed M5 in terms of the SNR. Because the
Wiener filter obtained by M4 filtered out more signal power than the ideal Wiener
filter, the noise was reduced well, but the target speech signals were distorted. M2 and
M3 did not outperform even the conventional method M1 except for the RMSE, the
improvement of which was also marginal. A possible cause of the failure of M2 and
M3may be the complexity of the relationship between the input and output features of
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the NNs. In general, it would be easier for a NN to estimate the relationship between
its input and output variables if the relationship is simpler. The attempt to directly
estimate the Wiener filter may have complicated the relationship and resulted in the
failure. Because the Wiener filter has already been optimized in a MMSE sense, it
would probably be better to use the NNs to estimate the source PSDs rather than the
Wiener filter so that the relationship that the NNs need to replicate would become
simpler.
Finally, an example of estimated source PSDs is shown in Fig. 5.5. The values
displayed in Fig. 5.5 are the averages of PSDs for all time frames. Overall, the
proposed method (M4 andM5) estimated the PSDs of both the target and interference
noise more accurately compared with the conventional method (M1); however, M4
overestimated the PSD of the background noise. This would have occurred because
NNs used in M4 had less information on the background noise since the NNs did not
receive stationary component Y;St (!; ) as their input feature.
5.4 Conclusion
An alternative method for estimating source PSDs for calculating the Wiener post-
filter was proposed. The proposed PSD-NN applies NNs to represent the relationship
between the source PSDs and PSD of beamformers’ output signals by a non-linear
function. Experiments using a corpus of practical measurements revealed that PSD-
NN contributed to estimating theWiener post-filter more accurately so that the source
enhancement performance also outperformed that of the previous method.
In the model proposed in this chapter, spectral cues are utilized within divided
frequency bands. Thus, entire spectral structures specific to each sound source are not
suﬃciently utilized, unlike PSD-GMM. Future work to solve this problem includes
investigation of other network configuration such as CNN.
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Chapter 6
Conclusions
Needs for speech communication and ASR is growing in daily life. The goal of this
study was to pick up speech signals clearly even under environments where various
types of noise exist, for practical applications. To this end, features of sounds should
be captured from diﬀerent perspectives, i.e., temporal, spatial and spectral cues should
be utilized for separating sounds. Additionally, speech enhancement system should
be computationally cheap to be applied to many applications.
A conventional framework composed of beamforming and post-filtering was fo-
cused on this study. It is because the framework is capable of utilizing temporal
and spatial cues eﬀectively and has been verified in many practical applications but
further work was needed to improve the performance by utilizing spectral cues. The
contribution of this study is proposing methods to design post-filter which is capable
of utilizing spectral cues.
Chapter 1 states the background and the purpose of the study. It is pointed out
that there already exists methods capable of temporal, spatial and spectral cues but
most of them cannot be implemented to local devices with non-powerful computer
because of large-scale machine learning model with numerous parameters. Chapter 2
explains PSD-BS-BR, which is composed of beamforming and post-filtering, and
single-channel machine-learning based approach.
In Chapter 3, a method is investigated to design post-filter according to noise
features when training data of noisy observed signal is obtained. In PSD-BS-BR,
post-filter is adjusted by empirically setting values of parameters, which is used for
PSD estimation and post-filter calculation. APS is thus proposed, which adopts
PSD-BS-BR and introduces switching of the values. To select optimal values of the
post-filter parameters, noise-power vector is introduced to quantify the noise features
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and the training dataset is grouped in the space of the noise-power vector. As a
result of evaluation experiments, it is shown that the values of parameters can be
automatically set to improve speech enhancement performance.
In Chapter 4, another method is investigated for the case that training data of clean
speech signals is obtained. The fact that GMM is often used to model speech signals
is focused on, and PSD-GMM is proposed to integrate PSD-BS-BR and machine-
learning based approach using GMM. PSD-GMM is capable of accurately estimating
speech component utilizing spectral cues about speech signals, and estimating noise
component utilizing temporal and spatial cues. As a result, speech distortion and
musical noise are reduced, and the experimental results show the eﬀectiveness.
In Chapter 5, PSD-NN is proposed to estimate source PSDs by using training
data of noisy observed signals and the corresponding clean speech signals, to design
post-filter. PSD of multiple beamformers’ output is set to input of NN, emulating the
composition of PSD-BS-BR. In PSD-NN, NN approximates the relationship between
PSD of beamformers’ output and source PSDs. The relationship, which is linearly
approximated in PSD-BS-BR, is not very complicated, thus it can be represented by
small-scale NN. Therefore, PSD-NN can be implemented to local devices and applied
to not only ASR but also speech communication, unlikemost of conventional methods
using NN. The experimental results show the eﬀectiveness of adopting small-scale
NN to estimate source PSD.
In summary, on the one hand, utilizing only physical model like conventional
PSD-BS-BR is too simple method to perform in various environments. On the other
hand, recently attracting multi-channel deep learning approach is too computationally
expensive to implement into various applications. To improve the performance in var-
ious environments with reasonably small amount of calculation andmemory, machine
learning model can be designed to be small sized and integrated to the composition
of beamforming and post-filtering. In this way, physical cues and spectral cues can be
utilized by the composition of beamforming and post-filtering, and machine learning,
respectively. As a future work, the relationship among the scale of machine learning
model and the enhancement performance should be investigated. Additionally, more
various designs of machine learning model should be also investigated.
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